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ABSTRACT FOR DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL CARDIAC CT METHODS 

      Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are the number one killer in US and worldwide. In 

2005, 1 in every 2.7 deaths was associated with CVD. Cardiac CT has become a very 

valuable tool for non-invasive CVD diagnosis due to enabling technologies like helical 

scanning, fast rotation, multi-row detector, and advanced image reconstruction. However, 

challenges like cone-beam artifact reduction, temporal resolution improvement and x-ray 

dose reduction must be met to improve and broaden cardiac CT applications. To address 

these issues, the methods of interior tomography, compressive sensing based algorithms, 

knowledge-based dynamic volumetric cardiac CT, and controlled cardiac CT were 

developed along with novel trajectories like saddle curves and composite-circling 

scanning. 

      Interior tomography permits reconstruction of a region of interest (ROI) using only 

the x-rays through the ROI, provided that we have appropriate prior knowledge such as 

the intensity of a small sub-region within the ROI. We evaluated the dose and scatter 

reduction capabilities of this method. Our results indicate that x-ray dose and scatter can 

be reduced respectively by ~18 to ~57% and ~19 to ~59% for SFOVs of 21 to 9 cm as 

compared to the 50 cm SFOV. We evaluated the possibility of using blood in aorta and 

bone in vertebra as known information. To enable accurate interior tomography 

reconstruction, we also developed an extended projection onto convex sets (POCS) based 

method and studied the contributions of individual constraints. 

      Using the compressive sensing theory, it has recently become possible to reconstruct 

a piece-wise constant ROI using interior tomography. The ability of a total-variation 

minimization based algorithm was then demonstrated with a limited number of 



xx 

 

projections. Since the circular cone-beam trajectory does not satisfy the data 

completeness condition, which results in artifacts, we extended it to the composite-

circling trajectory. We obtained promising results, for the thorax phantom, using just 50 

views. 

      Knowledge-based dynamic volumetric cardiac CT algorithm is capable of 

reconstructing multiple-states of a beating heart based on the relationship between the 

state (e.g. volume) and phase (e.g. ECG). This algorithm was originally proposed using 

circular trajectory, which does not allow exact reconstruction. We extended it to a saddle-

curve trajectory for exact reconstruction. Promising results were obtained with this 

knowledge-based approach for accurate reconstruction.  

      Controlled cardiac CT proposes instantaneous change in the x-ray source velocity to 

acquire the required projections in a minimum time. The fast acquisitions with this 

approach result in a non-uniform distribution of x-ray source positions along a scanning 

trajectory. The implementation of analytical filtered-backprojection reconstruction 

algorithms used involves multiplication with a uniform angular discretization term. This 

could lead to reduced image quality especially if fewer views are used. We used triangle 

based linear interpolation, quadrilateral based linear interpolation and nearest neighbor 

interpolation to estimate projection data on uniform grid. We performed various 

weighting based reconstructions. We concluded that the triangle based linear 

interpolation provides the best image quality while the quadrilateral based linear 

interpolation provides the best noise performance.  
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ABSTRACT FOR LINE-SOURCE X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY 

      As we target higher and higher spatial resolutions, the reduced x-ray focal spot size 

limits the temporal and contrast resolutions achievable. To overcome this limitation we 

proposed “Line-source X-ray Computed Tomography”. The x-ray source is modeled as a 

line segment. This gives a non-linear forward projection model.  We generalized the 

existing Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (SART) algorithm to enable 

reconstruction and obtained promising results. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

I.1. Computed Tomography 

      Since their introduction in 1973 [1] x-ray Computed Tomography (CT) scanners have 

been a cornerstone of radiology departments. In CT the x-ray source moves around the 

object and shoots x-rays. These x-rays after passing through the object are detected by a 

detector at the other end. Assuming a point x-ray source the attenuation of an x-ray along 

a line can be modeled as 

�� � ��exp �� � �������� �,                                                                                           (I.1)  

where, �� is number of input photons and �� is number of output photons, ���� is the 

attenuation coefficient along the line, � and � are the intersection points of line with 

object boundary. This equation can be linearized by taking a logarithm on both sides to 

obtain what we call a projection 

� � � log #$%$& ' � � �������� .                           (I.2) 

      First CT scanner had parallel beam geometry which required alternate translation and 

rotational movement. Current CT scanners use a divergent x-ray beam commonly called 

as fan-beam/cone-beam. The image reconstruction is then an inverse problem of 

reconstructing a cross-sectional or volume image of attenuation coefficients from the 

acquired projections. The movement of and within the object must be negligible during 

the acquisition of projection data to avoid motion artifacts.  

      CT has progressed tremendously since its introduction. Most important developments 

which have led to its significantly increased use and usability include the introduction of 
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spiral scanning in 1993 [2-4], introduction of Multi-detector CT (MDCT) in 1999 [5-7] 

and sub-second rotation. These have improved the volume coverage, temporal resolution, 

reduced x-ray dose and motion artifacts. Another notable development that has already 

been implemented clinically is the half-scan weighting proposed by Parker [8]. It permits 

image reconstruction from divergent-beam projection data acquired over only ( )
2 fan � angle x-ray source rotation.  

I.2. Cardiac CT 

      Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are a leading cause of death in US and worldwide. In 

every year since 1900, except 1918, CVD has accounted for more deaths than any other 

major cause of death in US [9]. Coronary angiography used for CVD diagnosis is an 

invasive procedure. The developments in CT technology have increased its applicability 

for cardiac imaging applications. Cardiac imaging with CT is a challenging application 

which requires a high temporal resolution to avoid motion artifacts and high spatial 

resolution to image coronary arteries [10]. Fastest temporal resolution of 33 ms is 

achieved using Electron-beam CT scanners which are not commonly available. 

Moreover, it has been difficult to develop multi-detector row electron-beam and latest 

introduction has been two-detector row CT [11]. Dual-source MDCT scanners with x-ray 

source rotation time of 0.28s can provide a standard temporal resolution of 75 ms [12] 

and same for the MDCT scanners with fastest rotation times of 0.27s is 135 ms [13]. 

Currently, further improvement in temporal resolution is obtained using both prospective 

and retrospective gating techniques. The prospective gating achieves higher temporal 

resolution by turning on x-rays during certain interval of the ECG cycle. The 

retrospective gating involves recording ECG signal during acquisition and this 
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information facilitates selective use of the projection data to reconstruct the desired 

phases [14].   This acquisition of sufficient projection data may require multiple cardiac 

cycles. Gating combined with other developments has made CT a very important non-

invasive diagnostic tool for CVD. The capability of MDCT to image narrowing of the 

coronary arteries lumen has been demonstrated with a close correlation to coronary 

angiography (R=0.87) and excellent diagnostic accuracy (sensitivity=95%, 

specificity=98%, PPV=87%, NPV=99%, ROC AUC=0.97) [15]. However, it has now 

become clear that stenoses provides only a partial understanding of atherosclerosis since 

a majority of myocardial infarctions occurred due to occlusion of arteries that were 

previously not significantly stenotic. Clinical trials of thrombolytic agents in acute 

myocardial infarction showed that the lesion underlying the clot was often not stenotic 

[16].  Recent results from the “Courage” trial comparing therapy for stable coronary 

artery diseases to therapy with percutaneous coronary intervention indicated that “fixing 

the stenosis” did not reduce death and other major cardiac events [17]. The current 

research emphasis is to improve our understanding of the pathobiology and genetics of 

coronary artery diseases.  From this perspective it is considered important to identify lipid 

core containing plaques. Preliminary results demonstrated that the CT technology has 

good correlation with intracoronary ultrasound of plaques [18] and can classify them into 

lipid containing, fibrotic and calcified but with significant overlaps [19].  Hence, cardiac 

CT has been identified as an important tool [20] but some critical challenges must be met 

to obtain desired image quality. 
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I.2.1. Cone-beam Artifacts Issue  

      Image artifact is a major problem with large-angle cone-beam CT scanners since they 

normally use circular x-ray source trajectory which does not satisfy Tuy’s exact 

reconstruction condition [21]. The recently introduced largest angle cone-beam clinical 

CT system, the Toshiba Aquilion One scanner, utilizes 320 detector rows (0.5 mm width) 

to cover up to 16cm longitudinally, sufficient to capture the entire heart or brain and to 

show functional movement continuously such as blood/contrast flow. Thus, it can greatly 

reduce the diagnosis time of cardiac diseases, strokes and other life-threatening 

conditions, and replace comprehensive exams and invasive procedures with a single scan. 

Unfortunately, well-known cone-beam artifacts have remained unsolved, as clearly 

evident by the much reduced field of view distant from the mid-plane. The severity 

increases with distance from the mid-plane, may introduce absolute reconstruction errors 

~50 HU with cardiac phantoms and even simulate/hide pathological features. To better 

visualize the coronary arteries which are 1 to 4 mm in diameter spatial resolution must be 

<0.3 mm and the CT numbers should be more accurate [22] (noise should be <10 HU). 

As a result, in these artifact-dominating regions, quantitative analyses on cardiac and 

other diseases are impossible for large-angle cone-beam scanners. 

I.2.2. Temporal Resolution Issue 

      Temporal resolution is still an issue in many important situations. Even with the state-

of-the-art Siemens dual source CT scanner, temporal resolution of the 83 ms is only 

achievable with the aid of ECG gating around the stable phases (around 30 % and 70% of 

RR interval) [23-26]. Major problems exist including (1) the incapability of offering 

similar quality at an arbitrary cardiac phase for truly dynamic cardiac imaging as shown 
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in Fig. I.1 [25]; 2) pre-requisite for breath-holding during the entire cardiac CT scan of 7-

13 seconds which is not feasible in the cases of pediatric/emergent scans; 3) 

reconstruction difficulties in the cases of high/irregular heart rates; 4) limitations with 

circular and helical scanning - while with a circular scan there are more image artifacts 

further away from the mid-plane, with a helical scan the cardiac motion is only scanned 

once around a single cardiac phase, and yet a substantial amount of x-ray photons emitted 

near two ends of a helical trajectory segment are under-utilized. 5) the mean velocity in 

the right coronary artery is 69.5 mm/s which makes it desirable to have a temporal 

resolution of <20-80 [27]. In fact the most demanding cardiac imaging used to be done by 

electron-beam CT (EBCT) with a temporal resolution of up to 50 ms [28] which is 

expensive and rarely available, while cardiac imaging of animals as human disease 

models may require much higher temporal resolution; for example, the heart rates of 

mice/rats are twice or more faster than that of human [29]. 

 

Figure I.1: Image quality rating for coronary arteries against 

reconstruction phase with 1 representing best image quality and 4 

representing worst image quality [25]. 
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I.2.3. Radiation Dose Issue  

      Radiation dose is of great concern for high dose applications like cardiac CT.  

Worldwide there is a greater concern on radiation induced genetic, cancerous and other 

diseases [30-35]. CT is the largest source of radiation in radiology. Even though it 

contributes to only 4% of total radiological examination it accounts for 40% of all 

radiological exposures [36]. The current recommendation is to use as low dose as is 

reasonably achievable. The effective doses for cardiac CT applications have been 

reported to vary from 7-13 mSv [37]. FDA suggested that a CT examination with an 

effective dose of 10mSv may be associated with an increase in the possibility of fatal 

cancer of approximated 1 chance in 2000 [38]. Even though this may be a small number 

it has become a concern since CT is now used extensively in diagnostic imaging. Recent 

estimate suggest that ~62 million CT scans are performed annually in US among which 4 

million are high risk pediatrics patients. Additionally, the use of cardiac CT doubled 

between 2002 and 2003 to 485000 and has continued to grow since then. Recently it has 

been estimated CT may be accounting for 1.5-2% of all the cancers in the US [34]. 

Further reduction in noise and improvement in spatial resolution will necessitate an 

increase in x-ray dose. Hence, further developments will lead to increased risk of cancer 

due to cardiac CT. 

I.3. Summary of Different Methods 

I.3.1. Controlled Cardiac CT (CCT)  

      The CCT [39] is an approach to control x-ray source velocity to minimize cardiac 

motion artifacts. The real time analysis of individualized heart motion is utilized to 

predict the next x-ray source position-interval and the velocity of x-ray source. This 
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optimizes the data acquisition process so that the projection data necessary to reconstruct 

desired phases can be obtained in a minimum time.  CCT is a very promising approach to 

reduce motion artifacts and improve both temporal and spatial resolution.   

I.3.2. Knowledge-based dynamic volumetric cardiac CT  

      Since the ECG gating cardiac CT algorithms do not utilize the anatomical time 

varying anatomical information about the heart, their performance is limited, especially 

in the cases of irregular and high heart rate. In 2000, an algorithm [40] was proposed to 

permit knowledge based cone-beam reconstruction for dynamic volumetric cardiac CT. It 

is capable of reconstructing multiple states based on the knowledge of instantaneous 

cardiac state. A state is defined as an absolute spatial configuration of the heart as 

opposed to the phase which is defined as specific period in the cardiac cycle. The 

temporal and the spatial information of the beating heart are utilized by optimizing the 

strategy for selecting and merging the segments of the raw data based on the relationship 

between the cardiac status (e.g. left ventricular volume) and the phase (ECG).  

I.3.3. Novel trajectories to overcome cone-beam artifacts 

       As stated above circular trajectory does not satisfy Tuy’s [21] exact reconstruction 

condition and leads to cone-beam artifacts. While the helical trajectory satisfies the exact 

reconstruction condition there is no ideal scheme to utilize cone-beam data collected near 

the two ends of the involved segment and cardiac motion is scanned only once around a 

particular phase. To overcome these limitations saddle like trajectories called saddle 

curve trajectory [41] and composite-circling trajectory [42] have been proposed. Both 

these trajectories are closed, periodic and satisfy exact reconstruction condition. Since 

translation of the patient bed is not necessary, it is attractive for solving quasi-short object 
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problem, i.e. reconstruction short object like heart from longitudinally truncated data. The 

saddle curve trajectory can be directly implemented by combining linear and circular 

motions: while x-ray source is rotated in the vertical x-y plane, it is also driven back and 

forth along the z-axis. The electromechanical need for the converting motor rotation to 

linear oscillation is very challenging. The composite circling scanning trajectory [42] 

involves rotation of the x-ray source in a plane facing the object while x-ray source 

rotates in the gantry plane. While it is not trivial to implement composite circling 

scanning trajectory also, it is more practical than saddle curve trajectory to solve the 

quasi-short object problem. Nevertheless both trajectories are good alternatives to 

currently used circular x-ray source trajectories.  

I.3.4 Interior Tomography  

      As explained above it is critical to find ways to reduce x-ray dose. Current FBP 

scanners require that x-ray beam must be wide enough to cover the entire object support 

even if we are only interested in local objects like heart. In 2006, our group proposed 

interior tomography [43, 44] which can reconstruct a region of interest using only the 

projections passing through it, if a small sub-region with the ROI is precisely known 

beforehand. In addition to reducing x-ray dose the interior tomography can also reduce x-

ray scatter and necessary hardware. Interior tomography has also been independently 

proposed by other groups [45, 46]. 
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I.4. Goal and Contributions 

    With above challenges, the goal of this project was to develop novel cardiac methods 

to improve image quality and reduce x-ray dose. To achieve this goal following work was 

done as part of this dissertation 

1) Interpolation methods were studied to improve the existing temporal resolution 

technique of controlled cardiac CT. This work is presented in chapter II. 

2) Saddle curve trajectory was combined with the temporal resolution techniques of 

knowledge based dynamic volumetric cardiac CT to further improve it and 

overcome cone-beam artifacts. A detailed description is presented in chapter III. 

3) Interior tomography, a promising dose reduction technique, was developed. Dose 

and scatter reduction possible was estimated and improved reconstruction 

algorithms were developed in chapters IV, V, and VI. 

4) Compressive sensing theory based algorithm for Composite-Circling trajectory 

was developed to enable reconstruction form limited number of views and this 

work is presented in chapter VII. 

I.5. Line Source X-ray Computed Tomography 

      In addition to the goal of this dissertation, we also developed line-source x-ray 

computed tomography approach. Current CT scanners use a point x-ray source and the 

reduced x-ray focal spot size has become a limiting factor to achieve desirable image 

resolution in terms of spatial, contrast and temporal measures. To address this issue, we 

propose to use a line-shaped x-ray source so that more photons can be generated in a 

given data acquisition interval. It results in non-linear projection data so an iterative 
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algorithm was developed to reconstruct from such datasets. This work is presented in 

chapter VII. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in chapter IX. 

I. 6. Publications 

      Following publications have resulted as part of this dissertation 

� Bharkhada D, Yu H, Silver H, Zou Y, Wang G: Comparative studies on 

constraints for interior tomography in a POCS framework. Manuscript draft that 

will be submitted to a journal 

 

� Bharkhada D, Yu H, DeMan B, Wang G: Total variation based cone-beam 

reconstruction using composite-circling scanning trajectory. Fully Three-

Dimensional Image Reconstruction in Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, 2009 

 

� Bharkhada D, Yu H, Liu H, Plemmons R, Wang G: Line-source based x-ray 

tomography; International Journal of Biomedical Imaging,  2009: Article ID 

534516, 8 pages, 2009 

 

� Bharkhada D, Yu H, Dixon H, Wei Y, Carr JJ, Bourland JD, Hogan R, Wang G: 

Demonstration of dose and scatter reduction for interior tomography. Journal of 

Computer Assisted Tomography. 33(6), 967-972, 2009 

 

� Bharkhada D, Yu H, Shuping G, Carr J, Wang G: Cardiac CT dose reduction 

using interior reconstruction algorithm with the aorta and vertebra as known 

information. Journal of Computer Assisted Tomography, 33(3), 338-347, 2009 

 

� Bharkhada D, Yu H, Wang G: Knowledge based dynamic volumetric cardiac CT 

with saddle curve trajectory. Journal of Computer Assisted Tomography, 32(6): 

942-950, 2008 

 

� Bharkhada D, Yu H, Zeng K, Bai EW, Wang G: A comparative study on 

interpolation methods for controlled cardiac CT. International Journal of Imaging 

Systems and Technology, 17(2): 91-98, 2007 

 

� Yu H, Zeng K, Bharkhada D, Wang G, Madsen M, Saba O, Policeni B, Howard 

M, Smoker W: A segmentation-based method for metal artifact reduction. 

Academic Radiology, 14(4): 495-504, 2007 

 

� Tang S, Yu H, Yan H, Bharkhada D, Mou X: X-ray projection simulation based 

on physical imaging model. Journal of X-ray Science and Technology, 14(3): 

177-189, 2006 
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Abstract  

      Bai et al. recently proposed to acquire random fan-beam/cone-beam projections with 

a linear/planar detector from a circular scanning locus for Controlled Cardiac Computed 

Tomography (CT). After specifying a uniform acquisition geometry required by FBP 

(filtration-backprojection), we rebin the random fan-beam/cone-beam data via nearest-

neighbor, quadrilateral and triangle based linear interpolation methods. The fan-beam and 

parallel-beam FBP algorithms are employed for rebinned fan-beam projections. The FDK 

(Feldkamp-Davis–Kress) and t-FDK (tent-FDK) methods are employed for rebinned 

cone-beam data. Also, non-uniform weighting fan-beam/FDK methods are used to 

reconstruct without rebinning. As a benchmark, the images are reconstructed using 

uniform weighting fan-beam/FDK method from data collected at the specified uniform 

grid. To evaluate the different methods, effects of increasing the number of projections 

and adding Poisson noise are studied. The root mean square error (RMSE) is used to 

quantify the image quality by numerical tests with the cardiac phantom. Our results show 

that it is helpful to perform data interpolation for improvements of the image quality in 

controlled cardiac CT from random projections. Our simulations indicate that triangular 

interpolation gives the most satisfactory result for improved image quality whereas 

quadrilateral interpolation gives the best noise performance.  

Keywords: Triangular interpolation, quadrilateral interpolation, computed tomography, 

filtered backprojection, FDK algorithm. 
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II.1. Introduction 

      Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the number one killer in the Western World. It has 

also been listed as a primary or contributing cause on 140,800 death certificates annually 

in the United States, and is responsible for 1 in every 2.7 deaths. The estimated direct and 

indirect cost of CVD for 2006 is 403.1 billion [1]. Early detection of CVD is thus 

absolutely necessary. However, motion-induced artifact is a major problem in cardiac 

CT. Recently, Controlled Cardiac CT was proposed by Bai et al. to improve cardiac CT 

[2]. In this configuration, the x-ray source velocity is varied according to the rhythm of 

an individual’s heart. To acquire sufficient projections in a minimum time, projection 

angles may not be uniformly distributed. A non-uniform weighting FBP method can be 

used for image reconstruction; but the image quality is decreased especially when the 

number of angular projections is less. We propose to use interpolation methods to 

improve the image quality by obtaining the projections at equally spaced projection 

angles. 

         The FDK algorithm [3] is widely used for cone-beam reconstruction with a circular 

trajectory. The reconstructed image is exact on the mid-plane where the source is 

rotating. Grass et al. [4] proposed a modified FDK (t-FDK) algorithm by rebinning the 

cone-beam data into sets of fans of rays which are parallel to each other and orthogonal to 

the plane of rotation. This method is computationally effective and has reduced low-

intensity drop for planes away from the source plane. Due to the popularity of the FDK 

and advantages of the t-FDK, we selected these algorithms to reconstruct the images.   

         It is important to understand the aliasing artifacts for proper selection of 

interpolating function. Herman discussed aliasing in CT and considerations for selecting 
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the filters and the interpolation functions [5]. According to the Nyquist theorem, the 

streaks will appear in the reconstructed images if the sampling frequency is less than 

twice the maximum frequency in the projection data. The choice of the filter function is 

dependent on the collection method and the type of objects to be reconstructed [5]. To 

reproduce a band-limited function from a set of samples, the interpolation function 

should be an ideal low-pass filter. Thus we selected commonly used nearest neighbor and 

linear interpolation methods for our study.  

         The acquisition scheme for controlled cardiac CT gives random projection angles. 

Rebinning of the cone-beam data to uniform acquisition geometry is required for 

improved reconstruction with FBP. In scattered data interpolation selection of points to 

interpolate from is an important issue. Kaplan [6] had reported interpolation on a net of 

convex quadrilateral and triangle for irregularly spaced data. In this study we selected the 

points on a triangle or a quadrilateral to perform the required linear interpolations. 

         There is a vast amount of literature available on various interpolation methods and 

their comparisons. Many of these comparisons were carried out on some common 

medical imaging tasks in spatial and/or frequency domains [7-12]. It is necessary to 

evaluate the chosen interpolation methods for controlled cardiac CT and is the main goal 

of this paper.  

         This paper is organized in the following manner. Section II.2 presents details of all 

the methods. Numerical simulation results and analysis are given in Section II.3. In 

Section II.4, we present the discussion and conclusions for our study.  
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II.2. Methodology 

II.2.1. Acquisition  

       

      The projection angles for Controlled Cardiac CT are modeled using the following 

equations [2] 

π
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Figure II.1: Beam-Geometry used in this paper. a) Fan-beam, b) parallel-beam, c) 

cone-beam and d) tent-beam. 
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where )(ts  is the x-ray source rotational angle, P  the period of heart, p  the number of 

projection angles, m  the number of sectors, 
m

p
p =  the number of projection angles in 

each sector, cP  the period for source rotation, m  any positive integer, and k  chosen 

such that mk <<1  but not a divisor of m . Equal spacing between projection angles 

generated is given as p/2πβ =∆ . A small random angle within ]2/,2/[ ββ ∆−∆+  

generated using the uniform distribution is added to these angles to make them more 

realistic.   

         An equi-spatial linear detector is used for fan-beam acquisition, and an equi-spatial 

planar detector is used for cone-beam acquisition. Fig. II.1(a) shows the fan-beam 

geometry. The iso-center line connects the source to the origin. In this figure, iβ  is i
th

 fan-

beam projection angle, 
jγ  the angle made by j

th
 ray in the fan with the iso-center line, mγ  

the fan angle, 
js  the distance of j

th
 detector from iso-center, a  the width of each detector 

element, and D  the source-detector distance along the iso-center line. Fig. II.1(b) 

corresponds to the cone-beam geometry. It has fans originating from the source plane to 

various vertical levels. 
qδ  is the angle made by fan at q

th
 level with the mid-plane, 

qz '  is 

the distance of detectors at  q
th
 level from mid-plane and mδ  the cone-angle. Fig. II.1(c) 

shows the parameters of interest ( iθ -projection angle, 
jt -distance of j

th
 ray from iso-

center line) for parallel-beam geometry. Fig. II.1(d) corresponds to the tent-beam 

geometry. It has parallel-beam planes originating from the source plane to various 

vertical levels. 
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II.2.2. Non-Uniform weighting 

      Full-scan cone-beam reconstruction can be carried out using the following formula 

[13] 

∑ =
∆≈

p

i
i

zsQ
zyxU

zyxf
i1 2

)','(
),,,(

1
),,( β

β
β  ,                                                    (II.3) 

where )','( zsQ
iβ  is the filtered projection for the ray passing through ),,( zyx  at 

projection angle iβ . The formula which incorporates the new acquisition scheme by non-

uniformly weighting the filtered projections can be written as 

∑ =
∆≈

p

i i

i

zsQ
zyxU

zyxf
i1 2

)','(
),,,(

1
),,( β

β
β ,        (II.4) 

where, 
2
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β

−+
=∆ , 

2

2 11 −−+
=∆

p

p

βπβ
β ,  

2

11 −+ −
=∆ ii

i

ββ
β  for 1 i p< < .  

II.2.3. Interpolation 

      The images reconstructed using non-uniform weighting have poor image quality 

especially when fewer projection angles are used. Uniform weighting image 

reconstruction using fan-beam/FDK reconstruction or parallel-beam/t-FDK 

reconstruction algorithm requires a uniform ( )s,β  or ),( tθ  grid respectively. The 

number of angular projections and the number of detectors in uniform grid are kept the 

same as in the original acquisition. The uniform grid for fan-beam/FDK reconstruction is 

obtained by uniformly resampling the projection angles from ββ ∆+min
 to πβ 2min + . 

Fan/cone-beam data can be rebinned to parallel/tent-beam data by following relationships  

sin( )
j j

t D γ= ,             (II.5) 

jiji γβθ +=,
,             (II.6) 
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)tan()cos(' qjq Dz δγ= .           (II.7) 

Rebinning introduces additional non-uniformity in the projection space [5]. Uniform grid 

for parallel-beam/t-FDK reconstruction calls for resampling of both the projection angles 

and the detector distances. The uniformly spaced projection angles ranging from 

βγβ ∆++ mmin  to πγβ 2min ++ m  are chosen. The detector is uniformly resampled with 

the horizontal distances ranging from 
min

sin( )
m

t D γ= −  to 
max

sin( )
m

t D γ= and the vertical 

distances ranging from )tan()cos('min mmDz δγ−=  to )tan()cos('max mmDz δγ= . 

Projection values for uniform ( )s,β  or ),( tθ  grid points at every uniform 
qz '  levels are 

obtained via triangle based, quadrilateral based linear interpolation and nearest neighbor 

interpolation. These interpolation methods are explained in the next section. For tent-

beam data, prior to interpolating for uniform ),( tθ  grid points, it is necessary to resample 

the vertical detector distances. The linear interpolation is used to achieve this at each 

),( tθ  obtained from Eqs. (II.5) and (II.7). This is feasible because all the detectors, even 

after rebinning at a particular horizontal location (s) in the original acquisition, have the 

same projection angle )(θ  and the same horizontal detector distance )(t .  
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II.2.4. Interpolation Methods  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quadrilateral based linear interpolation: The region around each uniform grid point, 

( )ji s,β  or ),( ji tθ , is divided into four quadrants and the closest point is selected in each 

quadrant thus forming a quadrilateral enclosing the point under consideration. As shown 

in Fig. II.2(a) for the fan-beam/FDK data these quadrants for a point ( )ji s,β  are 

mathematically defined as: quadrant I: )( iββ ≥ and )( jss > ; quadrant II: )( iββ ≥ and

)( jss ≤ ; quadrant III: )( iββ <  and )( jss < ; and quadrant IV: )( iββ < and )( jss ≥ . 

Two additional detectors, one to the left and the other to the right of the detector 

corresponding to 
js , are required to interpolate for the required ray as shown in Fig. 

II.2(b). These 3 detectors are investigated at all projection angles to find a closest point in 

each of the four quadrants with || iββ −  as the distance measure. Interpolating for the 

parallel-beam/tent-beam data requires use of ),( tθ instead of ( )s,β  with || jθθ −  as 

distance measure. The fan-beam detector distance )(sin 1

D

t
s j

j

−=  corresponding to 

 

 

a) 
 

b) 

Figure II.2: Quadrilateral based linear-interpolation. a) 

Quadrants and b) interpolation. 
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uniform grid parallel-beam distance 
jt  gives the closest detector; thus the three detectors 

and the enclosing quadrilateral. The linear interpolation over the chosen four points is 

illustrated in Fig. II.2(c). Let the four points selected be ( )
II s,β , ( )

IIII s,β , ( )
IIIIII s,β , 

( )IVIV s,β  and the corresponding projection values be 
IP , 

IIP , 
IIIP , and IVP  respectively. 

topβ  is calculated as  

IIIIj

III

III

top ss
ss

β
ββ

β +−
−

−
= )(

)(

)(
 .         (II. 8) 

botβ  is calculated as 

IVIVj

IIIIV

IIIIV

bot ss
ss

β
ββ

β +−
−

−
= )(

)(

)(
.          (II.9) 

Let the projection values at ),( jtop sβ  and ),( jbot sβ  be 
topP  and botP  respectively. These 

values are obtained by linear interpolation as follows 

II

III
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III
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−

−
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,                       (II.10) 
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The required interpolated value at P  is given as  

top

bottop

boti

bot

bottop

itop
PPP

ββ

ββ

ββ

ββ

−

−
+

−

−
= .                      (II.12) 

Nearest neighbor interpolation: The exact detector number or closest detector number is 

obtained as in quadrilateral-based linear interpolation. This detector is investigated at all 

projection angles to find the closest point. The distance measures used are the same as 

those for the quadrilateral based linear interpolation. The projection value of this point is 

assigned to the required point.  
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Figure II.3: Triangle-based linear-

interpolation. 

 

Triangle based linear Interpolation: The Delaunay triangulation is used to obtain all the 

triangles in the random data. It is a set of lines connecting each point to its natural 

neighbors. It is based on the convex hull algorithm in [14]. From this triangulation, an 

enclosing triangle is obtained for each point in the uniform grid. Triangle interpolation is 

illustrated by Fig. II.3. A unified formula to perform linear interpolation over the triangle 

is given,  

))(())(( IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ssss

W
P

ββββ −−−−−
= ,                                                         (II.13) 

where 

IIIiIIjIjIIiI

IIiIjIIIjIiIII

IiIIIIIIIiIIIIIII

Pssss

Pssss

PssssW

)))(())(((

)))(())(((

)))(())(((

ββββ

ββββ

ββββ

−−−−−+

−−−−−+

−−−−−=

.                                                      (II.14) 

The derivation of this result is given in the appendix. 
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II.3. Numerical Simulation Results 

      The thorax cardiac phantom [15] was used to evaluate our interpolation methods. The 

z-dimension and the field of view for the phantom were reduced by a factor of 2.5. The 

2D cardiac phantom formed the mid-plane of 3D cardiac phantom. The detector was 

assumed to contain the origin. The circular scanning locus with a radius of 50 cm was 

used. While the linear detector size was 25cm with 699 elements, the planar detector was 

25cm*25cm with 699*699 elements. These parameters are proportionally smaller to 

those used in the commercial CT scanners. The projections angles were generated 

according to Eqs. (II.1) and (II.2).   
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Table II.1: Effect of increasing the number of projections for fan-beam reconstruction of 
the 2-D Cardiac phantom 

Number of 

Projection 
angles 

Quadrilateral 

based linear 
interpolation 

Nearest 

Neighbor 
interpolation 

Triangle 

based linear 
interpolation 

Non-

uniform 
weighting 

Uniform 
acquisition 

RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE 

660 0.0332 0.0345 0.0332 0.0344 0.0318 

760 0.0314 0.0323 0.0314 0.0329 0.0303 

860 0.0305 0.0318 0.0305 0.0315 0.0295 

960 0.0297 0.0308 0.0297 0.0305 0.0288 

1060 0.0291 0.0300 0.0291 0.0297 0.0284 

1160 0.0286 0.0291 0.0286 0.0291 0.0280 

 

 
Table II.2: Effect of increasing the number of projections for parallel-beam 

reconstruction of the 2-D Cardiac phantom 

Number of 

Projection 
angles 

Quadrilateral 

based linear 
interpolation 

Nearest 

Neighbor 
interpolation 

Triangle 

based linear 
interpolation 

RMSE RMSE RMSE 

660 0.0389 0.0451 0.0342 

760 0.0385 0.0437 0.0329 

860 0.0378 0.0427 0.0321 

960 0.0374 0.0423 0.0315 

1060 0.0371 0.0416 0.0311 

1160 0.0369 0.0413 0.0308 

 

      We studied the effects of increasing the number of projections and varying the 

amount of Poisson Noise. We reconstructed the images using the fan-beam/FDK 

algorithms with non-uniform weighting. The three interpolation schemes were applied to 

the random fan-beam, cone-beam, rebinned parallel-beam, and rebinned tent-beam 

sinogram data to obtain corresponding uniform sinograms. The images were 

reconstructed using fan-beam, FDK, parallel-beam, and t-FDK reconstruction algorithms 

respectively. We also reconstructed the images by acquiring the projections over the 

uniform grid selected for interpolation of the fan-beam/FDK data. To evaluate and 
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compare the three interpolation schemes we added Poisson noise in varying amounts of 

0N ( 0N -number of incident photons) as explained in [16]. This was carried out with 

number of angular projections equal to 860 which is between that for half-scan and full-

scan in commercial CT scanners. Root mean square error (RMSE) was used to compare 

the quality of images obtained from different methods. The RMSE for increasing 

projection angles was obtained from the difference between the reconstructed image and 

the original phantom image. The RMSE for the noise analysis was obtained from the 

difference between the image reconstructed with noise and the one without noise. The 

error for reconstruction from the uniform acquisition served as a way to obtain the 

additional error introduced due to rebinning and interpolations. For 3D reconstructions 

quantitative error analysis was not performed for increasing number of projection angles 

because both FDK and t-FDK are approximate reconstruction algorithms. Only the 

vertical image slices at y=-0.4892 were reconstructed for the number of projection angles 

equal to 460 and 860. Noise analysis was performed using a vertical plane at x=0.0196.  
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Figure II.4: Effect of increasing projection angles on vertical slice image of 3D 

Cardiac phantom at y=-0.4892. Number of projection angles here is 460. In first 

row, leftmost image is the original image, center and rightmost images are 

respectively from uniform weighing and non-uniform weighting fan-beam 

reconstruction. Images in second and third row correspond to FDK and t-FDK 

reconstruction from interpolated sinograms. The interpolation methods from left to 

right are triangle-based linear interpolation, quadrilateral-based linear interpolation, 

and nearest neighbor interpolation respectively. Display window used is [0.97, 1.03]. 
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Figure II.5: Effect of increasing projection angles on vertical slice image of 3D 

Cardiac phantom at y=-0.4892 . Number of projection angles here is 860 with the 

organization and display window same as in Fig. II.4. 
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Table II.3: Effect of varying Poisson noise for fan-beam of the 2D Cardiac phantom 

Number of 
Photons 

(N0) 

Quadrilateral 
based linear 

interpolation 

Nearest 
Neighbor 

interpolation 

Triangle  
based linear 

interpolation 

Non-
uniform 

weighting 

Uniform 
acquisition 

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

8
10  4.08 5.15 4.08 5.25 5.15 

7
10  12.94 16.32 12.94 16.68 16.31 

6
10  41.00 51.70 41.00 52.66 51.39 

5
10  129.26 163.11 129.26 166.61 162.97 

4
10  409.85 517.06 409.85 527.1 514.97 

 
Table II.4: Effect of varying Poisson noise for FDK reconstruction of the 3D Cardiac 

phantom 

Number of 

Photons 
(N0) 

Quadrilateral 

based linear 
interpolation 

Nearest 

Neighbor 
interpolation 

Triangle  

based linear 
interpolation 

Non-

uniform 
weighting 

Uniform 

acquisition 

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

RMSE * 
4

10
−  

8
10  4.70 5.55 4.70 5.29 5.21 

7
10  14.88 17.55 14.88 16.78 16.36 

6
10  47.14 55.61 47.14 53.10 51.85 

5
10  149.03 175.69 149.04 167.95 164.15 

4
10  470.72 556.20 470.72 529.52 519.87 

 

Table II.5: Effect of varying Poisson noise for parallel-beam reconstruction of the 2D 

Cardiac phantom 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Number of 

Photons (N0) 

Quadrilateral 

based linear 
interpolation 

Nearest 

Neighbor 
interpolation 

Triangle  

based linear 
interpolation 

RMSE * 4
10

−  RMSE * 4
10

−  RMSE * 4
10

−  
8

10  2.84 4.97 3.26 
7

10  9.04 15.67 10.34 
6

10  28.53 49.68 32.78 
5

10  90.23 156.73 103.30 
4

10  285.14 496.74 327.23 
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Table II.6: Effect of varying Poisson noise for t-FDK reconstruction of the 3D Cardiac 
phantom 

Number of 

Photons (N0) 

Quadrilateral 

based linear 
interpolation 

Nearest 

Neighbor 
interpolation 

Triangle  

based linear 
interpolation 

RMSE * 4
10

−  RMSE * 4
10

−  RMSE * 4
10

−  
8

10  2.60 4.71 3.21 
7

10  8.21 14.83 10.14 
6

10  25.88 46.97 32.13 
5

10  82.18 149.11 101.77 
4

10  259.14 470.28 321.31 

 

         The effects of varying Poisson noise for the cardiac phantom are shown in tables 

II.3, II.4, II.5, and II.6. The RMSE decreased as the number of photons was increased. 

For the fan-beam/cone-beam data, quadrilateral and triangle based linear interpolation 

gave equal results that were better than non-uniform weighting, and even the uniform 

acquisition. The performance of the two interpolation methods is equivalent for the same 

reason as explained above. The performance of quadrilateral based linear interpolation 

was better than that of triangle for parallel/tent-beam data.  
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Figure II.6: Images of 2D Cardiac Phantom. The organization and display window 

are same as in Fig. II.4. 

 

         Images reconstructed with various methods for the mid-plane and the vertical slices 

of the cardiac phantom are respectively shown in Figs. II.6 and II.7. Compared to the 
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images obtained using non-uniform weighting, it can be seen that the streaking artifacts 

were reduced by our quadrilateral and triangle based interpolating scheme when using the 

fan/FDK reconstruction algorithm. The ring artifact was apparent in images reconstructed 

using parallel-beam/t-FDK reconstruction algorithm after nearest neighbor interpolation 

was used. Ring artifact is explained in [17].  

 

II.4. Discussion and Conclusions 

      Currently the cardiac CT still suffers from artifacts resulting from the motion of the 

heart. Recently proposed controlled cardiac CT has potential to reduce the motion 

artifacts, but the projection angles may be unevenly spaced. The commonly used FBP 

algorithms necessitate uniform angular and detector positions. The non-uniform 

weighting method, which can be used to overcome this, leads to poor image quality 

especially for fewer number of projection angles. Our goal was to evaluate commonly 

used interpolation methods to obtain the projection values for uniform geometries of fan-

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

Figure II.7: Images of vertical slice at x=0.0196 for 3D Cardiac Phantom. The 

organization and display window used are same as in Fig. II.4. 
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beam, parallel-beam, cone-beam and tent-beam, with the original acquisition being fan-

beam for 2D and cone-beam for 3D.  

         Our simulation results indicate that the linear interpolation over triangle and 

quadrilateral give better image quality over non-uniform weighting for the case of fan-

beam/FDK reconstructions. Also the performance of triangular interpolation is better than 

that of quadrilateral interpolation for parallel-beam/t-FDK reconstruction. The noise 

performance of triangular and quadrilateral interpolation is also better than non-uniform 

weighting for fan-beam/FDK reconstruction. In this case, the performance of 

quadrilateral interpolation is better than the triangle interpolation. Nearest neighbor 

performs worst among all the interpolation methods in terms of both the image quality 

and the noise performance. Our study can help in selecting between the non-uniform 

weighting reconstruction and the uniform weighting reconstruction for controlled cardiac 

CT.  It can also help in deciding which interpolating kernel to use for the latter case.  

          In conclusion it is helpful to perform data interpolation for improvements of image 

quality for controlled cardiac CT from random projections, especially for fewer 

projection angles. The triangle based linear interpolation gives the most satisfactory result 

for better image quality whereas the quadrilateral interpolation gives the best noise 

performance.  

 

Appendix for Chapter II: Derivation of Equation for linear interpolation over 

triangle 

From Fig. II.3, we have 

 

                

))(())(( xijIxjiI ssss ββββ −−=−−⇒  

xjIijIxiIjiI ssssss ββββββ )()()()( −−−=−−−⇒ .                            (II.A1) 

On the other hand, 

xj
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jI

iI

ssss −

−
=

−

− ββββ
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))(())(( xIIIIIIIxIIIIIII ssss ββββ −−=−−⇒  

xIIIIIIIIIIIIxIIIIIIIIIIII ssssss ββββββ )()()()( −−−=−−−⇒                                     (II.A2) 

Combining (II.A1) and (II.A2),  we have, 

ijIIIIIIIIIIIIIiIjIIIIIIIiI ssssss ββββββββββ ))(())(())()(( −−−−−=−−−  

    
xIIIIIiIIIIIIjI ssss βββββ ))(())(( −−−−−+  

Hence, 

))(())((

))(())(())()((

IIIIIiIIIIIIjI

IIIIIIIiIijIIIIIIjIIIIIIIiI

x
ssss

ssssss

−−−−−

−−−−−+−−−
=

ββββ

ββββββββββ
β . (II.A3) 

Using linear interpolation formulae 
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= ,                             (II.A4) 
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= ,                   (II.A5) 

and substituting (II.A4) into (II.A5), we have 
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Substituting (II.A3) into (II.A6), we obtain the final interpolation formula 

))(())(( IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ssss

W
P

ββββ −−−−−
= ,                                                       (II.A7) 

where, 
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Abstract 

      Motion artifact is still a major issue in cardiac CT because the current motion 

correction and ECG gating techniques have not fully addressed this problem. The image 

quality can be significantly improved by using information about the actual state of the 

heart and an exact reconstruction algorithm. We propose to extend a cardiac CT 

technique, utilizing the knowledge of the volume and the relation between the state and 

the phase of the heart, to a saddle curve trajectory. This will optimize the image quality 

by reducing the artifacts resulting from approximate reconstruction and solve the long 

object problem. Necessary background is provided and the effectiveness of the 

algorithms is demonstrated in numerical simulations with the dynamic thorax phantom. 

Keywords: X-ray Computed Tomography, dynamic volumetric cardiac imaging, saddle 

curve trajectory, multiphase-state reconstructions. 
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III.1. Introduction 

      Importance of early diagnosis of cardio vascular diseases (CVD) cannot be 

overemphasized. In every year since 1900 except 1918, CVD accounted for more deaths 

than any other single cause or group of causes of death in the United States. CVD 

accounted for 1 in every 2.8 deaths in the United stated in 2004 [1]. As an established 

gold standard for assessing coronary arteries, coronary angiography is an invasive 

procedure. Whereas, non-invasive cardiac imaging is a demanding application: on one 

hand high temporal resolution is required to freeze the heart to avoid motion artifacts. On 

the other hand, high spatial resolution is required to visualize small and complex anatomy 

structures like the arteries [2].  

      Cardiac CT has undergone an accelerated progress in imaging capabilities in the last 

decade and is expected to continue in the foreseeable future [3]. The introduction of 

single-slice helical CT in 1998 improved the volume coverage speed performance [4], 

which was further improved by the introduction of Multi-Slice CT (MSCT) in 1999 [3]. 

The sub-second rotation combined with MSCT made way for the use of thinner slices 

thus providing an increase of the spatial resolution [5]. It has been postulated that a 

temporal resolution of less than 19 ms is required to suppress all cardiac motion artifacts 

[6]. However, the current MSCT systems provide a temporal resolution of 83 to 210 ms 

which cannot totally isolate coronary artery motion in all individuals [3].  

      At present both prospective and retrospective gating technologies are used in MSCT 

[7] to improve temporal resolution. Retrospective gating can be used to select phases with 

minimum motion. However, the image quality depends on the trigger delay [8] and 

patient physiological motions. And it often cannot depict accurately the boundaries of the 
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cardiac structures especially for a high heart rate [9;10]. These algorithms do not utilize 

information about the actual state of the heart. In 2002, Wang et al. [10] proposed a 

dynamic knowledge-based cardiac volumetric CT for the circular trajectory. This 

algorithm is capable of reconstructing multiple states based on the knowledge of 

instantaneous cardiac state. Note that a state is defined as an absolute spatial 

configuration of the heart as opposed to the phase which is defined as specific period in 

the cardiac cycle. The temporal and the spatial information of the beating heart are 

utilized by optimizing the strategy for selecting and merging the segments of the raw data 

based on the relationship between the cardiac status and the ECG. In other words, the 

data segments are collected when the heart is in a consistent state so that the image 

reconstruction produces the best quality for any specified state. This approach could be 

extended to any closed and periodic trajectory.  

      In the knowledge-based algorithm proposed by Wang et al., an approximate modified 

generalized Feldkamp algorithm [11] was employed using a circular trajectory. It is well 

known that Feldkamp based approximate reconstruction algorithms [12] have a drop in 

image intensities for the planes away from the source plane. After the knowledge-based 

algorithm was proposed, the exact reconstruction algorithms have made a tremendous 

progress. An important milestone was reached when Katsevich proposed the first 

theoretically exact and efficient filtered backprojection reconstruction algorithm for the 

standard helical trajectory [13]. However, this algorithm cannot be applied to more 

general trajectories like saddle curve. Lately, there has been considerable interest in the 

saddle curve source trajectory for cardiac imaging [14]. This is primarily because the 

saddle trajectory is closed and periodic which facilitates cardiac imaging [14;15] and it 
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also satisfy’s Tuy’s condition [16] for exact reconstruction. Inspired by Katsevich’s 

milestone work, the exact reconstruction algorithm has been extended to generalized 

scanning trajectories [17-21]. While these algorithms could be used for smooth 

trajectories like saddle curve,  the first exact and simple FBP reconstruction for saddle 

curve trajectory was proposed by Yang et al. [22]. They also reported discretization 

artifacts due to differentiation between views which increased with higher saddle pitches. 

To improve the image quality they also proposed a view independent reconstruction 

algorithm for general saddle curve trajectory [23].  This algorithm not only improves the 

image quality but is also very suitable for parallel implementation.    

       The major contribution of this paper is to combine the dynamic knowledge-based 

volumetric CT technique and exact reconstruction algorithm for saddle curve trajectory to 

enable better temporal and spatial resolutions. The performance of exact reconstruction 

algorithm is also compared against the approximate reconstruction algorithm to 

emphasize the need for using the exact reconstruction algorithm. This paper is organized 

in the following manner. Our methods are described in section III.2. Simulation results 

are presented in section III.3. And the discussion and conclusions are provided in section 

III.4. 

III.2. Methods and Materials 

III.2.1. Knowledge in Cardiac CT 

      Cardiac cycle involves initiation and propagation of the electrical pulse in the heart. 

This pulse is initiated in the atrium at the sino-atrial node and is propagated to the 

ventricles by the atrio-ventricular node and the purkinje fibers. Both the atria and the 

ventricles go through a period of contraction called systole and a period of relaxation 
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called diastole. Fig. III.1 shows the relation between pressure, flow, volumes and 

electrocardiogram for the left atrium and left ventricle. P-wave of the ECG represents the 

spread of depolarization in the atria. Atrial diastole follows atrial systole and occurs 

during vertricular systole. The QRS complex corresponds to the excitation of ventricular 

muscles thus leading to a ventricular systole. T-wave corresponds to the repolarization of 

the ventricles when the ventricles start relaxing. Hence T-wave occurs slightly before the 

end of the contraction of the ventricles.  

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

      During ventricular systole, the atrio-ventricular (A-V) valves are closed and there is 

accumulation of venous blood in the atria. The resulting small increase in atrial pressure 

causes the A-V valves to open and leads to the filling of the ventricles. Atrial systole 

towards the end of ventricular diastole provides an additional kick to the ventricular 

filling. The contraction of the ventricles results in an increase of the ventricular pressure 

leading to the closure of the A-V valves. Following this contraction, an additional build 

 

Figure III.1: Cardiac cycle events demonstrating the relation between 

the ECG and volume [A. C. Guyton and J. E. Hall, Textbook of Medical 

Physiology, 10
th

 Ed. W. B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia, 2000]. 
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up of pressure opens the semilunar (S-L) valves (aortic and the pulmonary). During the 

period between the closure of the A-V valves and the opening of the S-L valves the 

ventricular volume is constant and this period is called iso-volumetric contraction. With 

the opening of the S-L valves the blood is pumped out decreasing the ventricular volume. 

At the end of systole ventricles relax leading to a drop in the ventricular pressure. At 

some point the pressure within the distended pulmonary arteries and the aorta increases 

beyond the ventricular pressure leading to the closure of the S-L valves. A further drop in 

the ventricular pressure and a build up of the pressure in the atria opens the A-V valves. 

During the period between the closing of the S-L valves and the opening of the A-V 

valves the volume of ventricles remains constant and this period is called iso-volumetric 

relaxation. 

      It can be seen that ECG is closely correlated to the left ventricular volume curve. 

Thus we can use the left ventricular volume curve as an indicator of the state of the heart 

as in [10]. The knowledge of the state and its relation to the phase of the heart is the key 

part to the knowledge-based dynamic volume cardiac CT. 

III.2.2. Generation of Volume Curve 

      Under the assumption that the volume curve is continuous and periodic, the 

ventricular volume curve can be generated using the following basic equation 

222 /)(),,,,( dctfmfmcbatg −−=                                                                           (III.1) 

where, 222 )/()( bfmcad −−= , ca ≠  and )(afb = . 
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Figure III.2: Ventricular volume curve. 

 

The volume curve can be divided into various sections and simulated as the follows 

 Iso-volumetric relaxation during ventricular systole                       

),,,,()( 0111 fmcbatgtf =                 10 tt ≤≤        (III.2) 

Ventricular emptying during ventricular systole         

),,,,(1)( 2222 fmcbatgtf −=              21 ttt ≤<        (III.3) 

Iso-volumetric relaxation during ventricular systole 

),,,,(1)( 3333 fmcbatgtf −=              32 ttt ≤<                                                           (III.4) 

Ventricular filling during diastole  

),,,,()( 4444 fmcbatgtf =              43 ttt ≤<                                                          (III.5) 

Ventricular filling during part of atrial systole  
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),,,,()( 5555 fmcbatgtf =   54 ttt ≤<                                                          (III.6) 

Ventricular filling during the remaining of atrial systole 

),,,,()( 666 fmcbTtgtf c=   cTtt ≤<5                                                          (III.7) 

where, cT  is the period for the heart cycle.  

For simplicity, systolic curve is referred as )()( tftf s=  with 30 tt ≤≤   and the diastolic 

curve is referred as )()( tftf d=  with cTtt ≤<3 . 

Table III.1: Parameters for simulation of volume curve 

       

      It is important to extract the parameters of the volume curve to identify the different 

cardiac status. In our current work, we use the parameters defined by Wang et al.  [10]. 

These parameters for 1=cT  and normalized volume are given in Table III.1. The values 

of sti '  defining the range of sections can be scaled appropriately according to the chosen 

period.  

  

Segment (i)  1  2  3  4  5  6  

Range  [0,t1]  (t1,t2]  (t2,t3]  (t3,t4]  (t4,t5]  (t5,Tc)  

ai  0.1 (t1)  0.1 (t1)  0.4 (t2)  0.5 (t3)  0.85 (t4)  1.0 (Tc)  

bi  0.95  0.05  0.95  0.05  0.92  1  

ci  0  0.4 (t2)  0.4 (t2)  0.85 (t4)  0.95 (t5)  0.95 (t5)  

fmi  1  1  1  0.92  1.05  1.05  
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III.2.3. Concept of Multiple-Phase State Reconstruction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure III.4: Data partition view for the ratio b=5/7 

 

  

 
Figure III.3: Cycle overlap view for the ratio b=5/7 
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      In this article, different heart state corresponds to a different ventricular volume level. 

As seen from the volume curve in Fig. III.2, during a heart cycle each state may be 

present in both the systole and the diastole, and this condition is generally satisfied. An 

appreciation of this fact enables multiple-state reconstruction. Because the heart is 

beating continuously, we will reconstruct a state interval instead of a state. Hence the 

term state and state interval are synonymously used for a state interval in the rest of this 

article. A source capable of variable speed is required to guarantee multiple states. The 

number of states that can be reconstructed is primarily determined by the ratio /b m n= , 

where m and n are relative prime numbers respectively proportional to the source period 

and the cardiac period.  Assuming strict monotonicity of )(tf s  and )(tfd ,  1+n  unique 

volumes can be identified. The minimum ov  and maximum volume 1+nv  levels are 

known. Remaining 1−n  states are identified at the intersection of  )(tf s  and )( sd kTtf −  

with 1,...,1 −= nk  where, sT  is the source period. Shown in Fig. III.3, a better 

understanding of the concept is gained from the cycle overlapping view of the cardiac 

motion map. Cardiac motion map is nothing but a representation of all the cardiac 

volume information within one source rotation period which corresponds to an angular 

range of ]360,0[ oo . The data outside this interval can be mapped to this range. In cycle 

overlapping view, different colors are used to represent the data coming from different 

rotations. We now have all the information required for the full-scan reconstruction of the 

following n states ],[ 10 vv ,  ],[ 21 vv , …, ],[ 1 nn vv − . This is more obvious from the data 

partition view shown in Fig. III.4. Data partition view is a cardiac motion map with data 

segments corresponding to different states colored differently.  
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III.2.4. Geometry and Reconstruction 

 

Figure III.5: Saddle curve acquisition geometry 

 

      Consider an object function f  assumed to be zero outside the object support

222
ryx <+ . As shown in Fig. III.5, a standard saddle trajectory can then be defined as  

))(),(),(()( λλλλ zayaxaa =          (III.8) 

)cos(λRxa =  

)sin(λRya =  

)2cos( λhza =  

where, R  is the radius of the circle traced by the saddle in the yx −  plane, h  the height 

of the saddle and λ  the angle that parameterizes the saddle in the yx −  plane. 
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      It is assumed the circle traced by the saddle in the yx −  plane do not pass through 

the object support. When using the saddle curve trajectory for data acquisition the height 

h  is chosen so that it satisfies Tuy’s condition for the standard saddle curve  [22]  

)2/221(
1

Rrhh −≤                                             (III.9) 

with 1h  being the height of the reconstruction field of view (FOV). When 0=h  in the 

equation of saddle curve, circular trajectory is obtained, which corresponds to the circle 

traced by the saddle in the yx −  plane. 

      Any point ),,( zyxx =  in the FOV can be reconstructed with the following view 

independent exact reconstruction formula for the saddle curve trajectory [23] 

          

(III.10) 

 

where,  

D  is the perpendicular distance of line connecting source to detector and passing through 

the z axis,        

))cos()sin(( λλ yx
v

D
u +−= ,       (III.11) 

)sin()cos( λλ yxRv −−= ,        (III.12) 

))(( λzaz
v

D
w −= ,         (III.13) 
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λλ

λ
λχ

sin)cos(

)sin(
),(

uD
u

−
= ,   if 0<w                                   (III.15) 

),,(
222

),,( wug

uwD

D
wug λλ

++

=
)

,      (III.16) 

),,( wug λ  is the projection data, 

)( uukww −+=  is nothing but a filtering line and can be obtained analytically as follows 

z
R

D
u

R

z
w ˆ

)sin(

)cos(ˆ
+−=

λ

λ
   if 0ˆ ≥z      (III.17) 

z
R

D
u

R

z
w ˆ

)cos(

)sin(ˆ
+=

λ

λ
   if  0ˆ <z      (III.18) 

where )(ˆ λzazz −=  and ),0,0( z  is the intersection of z -axis with filtering plane. 
uu −

1
 

represents Hilbert filtering. Thus, the reconstruction can be carried out in a filtration-

backprojection style. 

III.3. Results 

      We used the thorax phantom [24] with heart motion for our simulation. The images 

reconstructed in our simulation correspond to a region of interest of 50.0978 cm * 

50.0978 cm x 19.8630 cm. To simulate the heart motion we generated the volume curve 

using Eqs. (III.1)-(III.7). The parameters used to obtain the curve are specified in Table 

III.1 with sti '  scaled by the cardiac period sTc 7.0= . The sphere representing the heart 

in the thorax phantom was divided into two parts to represent the ventricles and the 

auricles. The percentage of volume change for the ventricles was defined by 3/)2)(( +tf

. The ventricles and the auricles were modeled to have an inverse relationship, i.e., the 

volume of auricles decreases with the increase in the volume of ventricles. However, the 
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percentage change in auricles is only 1/4
th

 of that of the ventricles. This may not be the 

best way to simulate complicated cardiac motion but is satisfactorily for our purpose in 

which we try to compare the standard reconstruction over one saddle trajectory rotation 

of the x-ray source against multiple states obtained using the knowledge based technique. 

     

      We used virtual detector for our simulations. The detector size was 84 cm * 100 cm 

with 1050 * 1250 detector elements. The radius and the height used for the standard 

saddle were respectively 75 cm and 19 cm. This geometry was defined to obtain a 

reconstruction FOV height of 10 cm. The number of views used was 1200. The 

perpendicular distance from the source to the detector was 75 cm. The x-ray source 

 

Figure III.6: Reconstructed images of different states for the transverse slices at z=0 cm 

with a saddle curve geometry. As a baseline, the top left one is the standard 

reconstruction without using the knowledge-based technology. And the others are the 7 

states of knowledge-based reconstruction. The display window is [0.9, 1.1]. 
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rotation period was sTs 5.0=  which gave a value of 7/5=b  thus capable of 

reconstructing 7 states of heart or 14 phases.      

 

Figure III.7: Same as Fig. III.6 but for the sagittal slices at y=0.245 cm. 
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Figure III.8: Same as Fig. III.7 but for the coronal slices at x=-4.45 cm. 

 

      The reconstruction volume was 512 * 512 * 203 with a voxel size of 50/511 cm
3
. 

Portion of transverse slices 512 * 256 are presented in this article to eliminate zero 

portion of the slices and enable simultaneous comparison.  Figs. III.6, III.7 and III.8 

respectively show the transverse, coronal and sagittal sections of the phantom images 

reconstructed using the view independent exact reconstruction algorithm for the saddle 

curve trajectory. Fig. III.9 shows the exactly reconstructed images of the region around 

heart in a broad window to illustrate the artifacts especially blurring not visible with the 

use of narrow window. It is obvious that the quality of images obtained using the 

knowledge-based reconstruction with saddle curve trajectory is significantly improved as 

compared to those obtained using standard reconstruction.  
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Figure III.9: Reconstructed dynamic heart in a wider window. Rows from top to bottom 

respectively correspond to the transverse slice at z=0 cm, sagittal slice at y=0.245 cm and coronal 

slice at x=-4.45 cm. In each row, first image is a representative slice and in following columns, the 

zoomed images for marked rectangular regions respectively corresponding to standard 

reconstruction followed by states 1 through 7 are presented. The display window is [0.7, 1.3]. 
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Figure III.10: Comparison for different reconstruction methods for the transverse slices 

at z=0 cm. First and second columns respectively correspond to the images reconstructed 

using view independent reconstruction algorithm and generalized Feldkamp algorithm.  

Rows from top to bottom respectively correspond to states 4, 5, 6. The display window is 

[0.7,1.3] 
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Figure III.11: Same as Fig. III.10 but for the sagittal slices at y=0.245 cm. 
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Figure III.12: Same as Fig. III.10 but for the coronal slices at x=-4.45 cm. 
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      To demonstrate the merits of using exact reconstruction algorithm for the saddle 

curve, the reconstructed images are compared against those obtained using the 

approximate generalized Feldkamp in Figs. III.10, III.11 and III.12. Only states 4, 5, and 

6 are shown here to illustrate the point and keep the number of sures to a minimum. 

These states were chosen because they appeared to have more artifacts then other states 

in Figs. III.6-III.9. Again a broader viewing window is used here since the artifacts in the 

images obtained using the approximate reconstruction algorithm make any desirable 

properties not viewable in a narrower window. From these reconstructions it is very 

obvious that even at a broader window the images reconstructed using the exact 

reconstruction algorithm are far more superior to the images obtained from the 

approximate reconstruction algorithm. It is also apparent that generalized Feldkamp 

algorithm is unsuitable for reconstruction using saddle curve trajectories for larger 

pitches such as the one used in this case.  

III.4. Discussion 

      In this article we have combined the knowledge-based dynamic cardiac CT technique 

with the acquisition over a saddle curve trajectory. Both these are important techniques 

with significant potential to improve the image quality of cardiac CT. The knowledge 

was derived from the volume of the heart. We also illustrated the importance of exact 

reconstruction algorithm over approximate for use with saddle curve trajectories. As 

pointed out in [10], the best strategy could be a synergistic combination of dynamic 

cardiac anatomy, various measurements of anatomical/physiological signals, as well as 

abundant information from raw projection data.  
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      We carried out our simulations under ideal periodic conditions. The real data may not 

be optimal. But we should be able to overcome the irregularity if we use the cardiac 

motion maps. In worst cases we may still be able to use feathering techniques to make the 

transition between data segments smooth. Faster scan speed available in today’s CT 

scanner combined with the knowledge-based reconstruction will likely reduce such 

discontinuities. Also since the reconstruction is exact, these discontinuities may not be 

overemphasized. This approach successfully overcomes some issues pertaining to 

longitudinal data truncation. The images reconstructed with this method will not suffer 

from common problems of the approximate reconstruction algorithms. We are limited in 

our ability to apply our methods to real data since the scanners based on saddle curve 

trajectory have not yet been developed.  

      In conclusion, we have combined the knowledge-based dynamic volumetric cardiac 

CT technique with saddle curve trajectory to improve cardiac imaging quality. This work 

still not in its optimized form already provides us with good image quality. Further 

optimization using combination of status signals may result in even better image quality. 

Application to real data can help understand the shortcomings and the improvisations 

possible to this approach. 
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Abstract 

High x-ray radiation dose is a major public concern with the increasing use of multi-

detector computed tomography (MDCT) for diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases.  This 

issue must be effectively addressed by dose reduction techniques. Recently, our group 

proved that an internal region of interest (ROI) can be exactly reconstructed solely from 

localized projections if a small sub-region within the ROI is known. In this article, we 

propose to use attenuation values of the blood in aorta and vertebral bone to serve as the 

known information for localized cardiac CT. First, we describe a novel interior 

tomography approach that backprojects differential fan-beam or parallel-beam 

projections to obtain the Hilbert Transform and then reconstructs the original image in a 

ROI using the iterative projection onto convex sets (POCS) algorithm. Then, we develop 

a numerical phantom based on clinical cardiac CT images for simulations. Our results 

demonstrate that it is feasible to use practical prior information and exactly reconstruct 

cardiovascular structures only from projection data along x-ray paths through the ROI. 

Keywords: Computed tomography (CT), cardiac CT, local reconstruction, fan-beam 

reconstruction, parallel-beam reconstruction, radiation dose reduction.  
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IV.1. Introduction 

      Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death and common chronic 

illness in the US and worldwide. Every year since 1900 except for 1918, it has accounted 

for more deaths than any single cause of death in United States [1]. Non-invasive 

imaging techniques including CT play an integral role in CVD diagnosis, which is 

important for early prevention and effective therapy. There have been tremendous 

developments in cardiac CT since the introduction of  single-slice helical/spiral or slip-

ring CT in 1998 and multi-detector CT (MDCT) in 1999 [2]. The sub-second rotation 

combined with the improved volume coverage can provide thinner slices which has 

improved both temporal and spatial resolution [3]. This has led to an increased use of 

cardiac CT. In fact, the total number of cardiac CT scans doubled between 2002 and 2003 

to 485,000 cases [4, 5].   

      Cardiac CT continues evolving with the innovative technologies such as controlled  

[6, 7] and dynamic volumetric cardiac CT [8, 9]. The 320-slices MDCTs are now 

commercially available. Innovative scanning trajectories like the saddle curve [10] and 

compositing circles [11] have been proposed.  Hence, dramatic progress of CT 

technology, especially MDCT, is foreseeable in the near future [12]. As a result, its usage 

is likely to improve the diagnosis of CVD, including coronary artery disease, risk factor 

assessment and other cardiovascular disease such as congenital heart disease in infant and 

children.   

      CT is the largest source of radiation dose in diagnostic imaging. High dose of 

ionizing radiation associated with x-rays in CT can damage living cells, while the effect 

of low level exposure (<100 mSv) remains unclear. It has also been estimated that the 
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cancer risk due to CT may be up to 1.5-2.0% [13]. Current recommendations are to use 

radiation dose as low as possible while satisfying the diagnosis requirement. Therefore, 

there is an urgent need for effective dose reduction. 

 

Figure IV.1: Exact interior reconstruction settings. (a) One known region adjacent to the 

reconstructible region, and (b) two known regions adjacent to the reconstructible region, 

where f(x) is the image and g(x) the Hilbert transform. 

 

      Several strategies were proposed to reduce the radiation dose, most of which focused 

on the modulation of scan parameters, modification of scanner geometry, and use of 

prospective gating, etc. [14, 15]. While these methods can reduce the x-ray radiation 

significantly, further reduction can be made by developing new methods to reduce the 

amount of raw data. The first landmark work along this direction is the well-known fan-
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beam half-scan formula [16]. In 2002, Noo et al. [17] reported a new imaging condition 

which makes exact and stable reconstruction possible when the object is not truncated in 

any required fan-beam projections and all the lines through the ROI intersect with the 

source trajectory non-tangentially. The recent milestone is the two-step Hilbert transform 

method [18], which performs the reconstruction of a small region from a super-short scan 

possible. In 2006, Defrise et al. [19] enhanced this condition such that a line segment 

which also represents field of view (FOV) can be reconstructed if it has at least one 

intersection with the object convex compact support. However, these conditions do not 

cover the case of interior reconstruction where the FOV is just wide enough to cover an 

internal organ or ROI to be imaged. This new finding may help reduce dose significantly 

for interior reconstruction applications such as dental and cardiac imaging. Last year, our 

group [20] proposed an improved condition along this direction. As illustrated in Fig. 

IV.1, we proved that the image on an interior line segment can be exactly reconstructed 

as long as it is within the FOV and a portion of the segment is known. The line segment 

can now be completely within the object support, and the projection data necessary for 

reconstruction is fully truncated. Fig. IV.2 compares the difference between the data 

acquisition configurations of conventional CT and interior CT. The reconstruction from 

truncated projection data can be effectively addressed in a backprojection filtration 

framework. The backprojection of the differential projection data is first computed in the 

FOV which corresponds to the scaled Hilbert transform of the image to be reconstructed. 

Then, the original object image is obtained by inverting the Hilbert transform. 
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Figure IV.2: Difference between conventional CT and interior CT. (a) Conventional 

CT with the x-ray beam containing the object support, and (b) interior CT with the x-

ray beam only covering the ROI, where 1 is for an object support, 2 for a ROI, and 3 

for a known sub-region within the ROI. 

 

      For practical applications, the most important question is what regions can be 

assumed to be known. Since our interior tomography approach is for interior imaging and 

utilizes localized projection data, the external markers on the human body cannot serve as 

known regions for reconstruction. It is also necessary to choose the known regions that 

provide adequate signal intensity in contrast to other cardiovascular structures. More 

importantly, the ROI should have little variability in the signal intensities from slice to 

slice in MDCT but may change from subject to subject. It is preferable that these 

requirements are satisfied with contrast injection for future clinical applications in which 

contrast material can be utilized (e.g. CT angiography). In MDCT, it is also necessary to 

know these regions in all the slices. The cross-section of descending aorta in the mid-

thorax is perhaps the best known sub-region within the ROI when the contrast dose is not 

used or already standardized, whereas the spine or vertebral bone is also a good candidate 
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which has good signal intensity and little variation regardless of contrast enhancement. In 

this article we assume that the attenuation coefficients of the blood in aorta and bone in 

vertebra are available. Blood attenuation can be obtained using individualized previous 

scan of the blood sample. The required attenuation values may also be obtained from 

previous scans of the subject. In this way, the inter-subject variability may be minimized.   

      The main objectives of this paper are to: 1) study the feasibility of using the blood in 

aorta and vertebral bone as the known regions for interior ROI reconstruction, and 2) 

make our simulations realistic by developing a new phantom resembling clinical cardiac 

CT images and utilizing realistic noise levels.  In the following, we will first describe the 

methods and then report numerical results. Finally, we discuss relevant issues to conclude 

the paper. 

IV.2. Methods 

IV.2.1. Backprojection 

 

Figure IV.3: Fan-beam projection data acquisition geometry. 
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      This is the first step in our reconstruction process used to obtain Hilbert transform of 

the image scaled by a factor of π2− . In a fan-beam acquisition geometry (Fig. IV.3), the 

formula proposed by Noo et al. [18] for backprojection at a point ),( yx=x  can be 

written as  
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where ),( up φ  is the acquired fan-beam projection for source rotation angle φ  and 

detector position u ,  

))cos()sin(( φφ yx
v

D
u +−= ,                                                                                       (IV.2) 

)sin()cos( φφ yxRv −−=  ,                                                                                         (IV.3) 

θ  is the desired filtering direction ( 0=θ  is the horizontal direction and 2/πθ =  is the 

vertical direction),  the sgn term in the backprojection formula is used to reverse the sign 

at the critical angle,  

1x  and 
2x  are intersections of the line at an angle θ  passing through point x  with source 

locus, 

)/))cos()sin(arcsin((1 Dyx θθθφ −−= ,.                                                                    (IV.4) 

πφθφ +−= 12 2 ,                                                                                                          (IV.5) 

1φ  and 
2φ  are the angular positions of the intersection points 

1x  and 
2x , 

1u   and 2u  are the values of u  at 
1φφ =  and 

2φφ =  respectively.  
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      We also carry out the backprojection in the parallel-beam geometry. In the following, 

a subscript p is used to distinguish parallel-beam parameters from the fan-beam 

counterparts. Because the original acquisition is based on fan-beam geometry, prior to 

parallel-beam backprojection we must rebin the fan-beam projection data by linear 

interpolation according to the following equations: 

)arctan(
D

u
p

−= φφ ,                                                                                                     (IV.6) 

))(sin(arctan*
D

u
Du

p
= .                                                                                             (IV.7) 

The parallel-beam backprojection formula presented by Noo et al. [18] can be written as 
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IV.2.2. Projection onto Convex Sets 

      Secondary to the truncation of the data, directly inverting the Hilbert transform image 

to reconstruct the image is challenging due to the ill-conditioning of the Hilbert transform 

kernel. Here, we employ an iterative projection onto convex sets (POCS) method [22], 

which has been previously used by our group [19] and others [20] to carry out the image 

reconstruction. Let us assume that an original image f  belongs to an intersection oC  of 

 well-defined closed convex sets 1, , ,
m M

C C CL L ,  i.e., 
1

M

o mm
f C C

=
∈ =I .  Then, let 

the projection operators onto these M  convex sets be denoted as 1, , , ,
m M

P P PL L , and 

the composite operator as 1 2 M
T PP P= L . The POCS procedure can then be defined as 

, where n  indicates the iteration number. The convex sets used here to invert 

the truncated Hilbert transform are presented in the Results section. 

M

fTf n

n =
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IV.2.3. Region of interest reconstruction from a small known sub-region 

      We propose to carry out image reconstruction first in the horizontal or vertical 

direction utilizing a small known sub-region and then, use the reconstructed image in 

addition to any other known sub-regions as prior information for inversion in its 

orthogonal direction. In both the horizontal and vertical direction the reconstruction is 

carried out one line at a time.  Since the reconstruction of an image requires inversion in 

two orthogonal directions, the backprojection also needs to be performed on the lines in 

these two directions. 

IV.2.4. Design of a realistic 2-D numerical phantom 

       

      Based on a real human CT image shown in Fig. IV.4a, the shape and location of the 

heart, aorta, thorax, lungs, sternum, ribs and vertebra were modified in a central slice of 

the popular thorax phantom [21] to obtain a new 2-D cardiac phantom shown in Fig. 

IV.4b. While the original thorax phantom is defined in terms of density, the new phantom 

 

Figure IV.4: Design of a new cardiac CT phantom.  (a) A clinical CT image with HU 

values mapped to gray level values 0-255, and (b) the corresponding numerical phantom 

without contrast using [-1000,1000] as the display window. 
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is defined in terms of Hounsfield Unit (HU) as in the commercial CT scanners. The 

equation used to convert the linear attenuation coefficient from cm
-1 

to HU is as follows 

w

w

HU
µ

µµ
µ

−
= 1000 ,                                                                                                    (IV.9) 

where µ  is the linear attenuation coefficient of a structure in cm
-1

 at a particular kVp and
 

wµ  is the linear attenuation coefficient of water at the same kVp. 

 

Figure IV.5: Slices showing the regions used to calculate the HU values for the new 

phantom. (a) The slice used for estimation of representative tissue HU values, and (b) the 

slice used for various bone HU values. 

 

      To obtain the linear attenuation coefficients for the new phantom, we first calculated 

the HU values using four slices from a 3-D image for each structure in the phantom.  The 

regions used in the slices are shown in Fig. IV.5. Fig. IV.5a was extracted from a non-

contrast single phase image acquired in a cine-mode acquisition at 120 kVp and 400 mAs 

with a slice thickness of 2.5 mm. Fig. IV.5b was obtained from Fig. IV.5a by retaining 

the voxels corresponding to bones with HU above 200. Then, similar regions were 

identified in three other consecutive slices. Means of the HU values within the regions 

shown in Fig. IV.5a in all the four slices were used to estimate the HU values of the 

blood in aorta and heart, lungs, and tissue. HU values for the bones were obtained from 
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the mean HU values of the voxels corresponding to the bones in all the four slices. As 

seen from Fig. IV.5b, the mean HU value of the ribs was derived from several rib 

regions. The noise was calculated as the mean of standard deviations within the tissue 

regions in the four slices.  The linear attenuation coefficients of various structures in HU 

can be calculated using Eq. (IV.9). The linear attenuation coefficient of water at 120 kVp 

was obtained via linear interpolation from its values at 100 kVp and 150 kVp [23], 

yielding 

1(120 ) 0.1624
w

KVp cmµ −= . 

Table IV.1: Estimated Linear Attenuation Coefficients 

Structures Linear attenuation coefficient  

(cm
-1

) HU 

Heart and Aorta Blood 0.1694 43 

Tissue 0.1435 -116 

Lungs 0.0254 -844 

Ribs 0.259 595 

Sternum 0.2183 344 

Vertebra 1 0.2153 326 

Vertebra 2 0.2538 563 
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 Table IV.2: Description of the vertebra in the new phantom.  

Number Objects Center  

(cm) 

Axes lengths 

Rectangle 

[length, 

breadth] 

Clip lines 

(a,b,d) 

Linear 

Attenuation 

Coefficient 

(cm
-1

) HU 

1 ellipse [0, -7] [1.7, 1.85] [0, 1, -8.3] 0.2153 326 

2 ellipse [0, -7] [1.0, 0.8] [0, 1, -8.3] 0.1435 -116 

3 rectangle [0, -8.4] [1.1715, 0.1]  0.2538 563 

4 rectangle [-2,-8.975] 

 

[2, 0.475] 

 

[-2, 32, -294.4], 

[0.95, -2.8285, 22.929] 

0.2538 563 

5 rectangle [2, -8.975] 

 

[2, 0.475] 

 

[ 2, 32, -294.4], 

[-0.95, -2.8285, 22.929] 

0.2538 563 

6 rectangle [0 , -9.35]   

 

[0.8, 0.15] [-2, 4, -38.7],                   

[2, 4, -38.7],                    

[2, -32, 294.4],                    

[-2, -32, 294.4] 

0.2538 563 

7 rectangle [0, -10.25] [0.4, 0.75]  0.2538 563 

8 ellipse [0, -11] [0.4, 0.4], [0, -1, 11] 0.2538 563 

Note: The equation of clipping lines is of the form dbyax >+ . These lines were derived 

from planes in Thorax Phantom [21]  

 

Table IV.1 summarizes the calculated linear attenuation coefficients. Table IV.2 provides 

a description of the new phantom geometry and associated linear attenuation coefficient 

for the vertebra. Table 3 lists the same for all the remaining structures. The regions of 

vertebra 1 and vertebra 2 shown in Fig. IV.5b respectively correspond to structure 1 and 

structures 3-8 in Table IV.3. 

Table IV.3: Description of different structures in the new phantom.  

Structur

es 

Center (cm) 

[x, y] 

Rotation 

about z-

axis in 

degrees 

Half-axes 

lengths (cm) 

[x, y] 

Clip lines 

[a, b, d] 

Linear Attenuation 

Coefficient 

cm
-1

 HU 

Heart 

Blood 

[-2, 3.5] -30 [8, 6]  0.1694 43 

Heart 

Tissue 

[-2.5, 3.5] -10 [5.5, 3.5]  0.1435 -116 

Thorax 

Tissue 

[ -4, -4 ]  [17, 8] [-1, 0, 0], 

[0, -1, 4] 

0.1435 -116 

[ 4, -4 ]  [17, 8] [1, 0, 0], 
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  [0, -1,  4] 

[-5, -4] 

 

 [16, 18] 

 

[-1, 0, 0], 

[0, 1, -4] 

[5, -4] 

 

 [16, 18] 

 

[1, 0, 0], 

[0, 1, -4] 

Lungs [-8, 1.25] -35 [9, 11.5] [0, -1, 5] 0.0252 

 

 

 

-844 

[-8, 1.25] -35 [9, 11.5] [0, 1, -5], 

[ 0, -1, 3], 

[-1, 0, 1] 

[ -8, 1.25] 

 

-35 

 

[9, 11.5] 

 

[0, 1, -3], 

[-1, 0, 0], 

[-0.3420,  

-0.9397,   

-8.664] 

[ 8, 1.25] 35 [9, 11.5] [0, -1, 5] 

[ 8, 1.25] 

 

35 

 

[9, 11.5] 

 

[0, 1, -5], 

[0, -1, 3], 

[1, 0, 1] 

[ 8, 1.25] 

 

35 [9, 11.5] 

 

[0, 1, -3] 

[1, 0, 0] 

Sternum [0, 11] -70 [0.55, 1.9] [1, 0, 0] 0.2183 344 

[0, 11] -70 [0.1, 0.3] [1, 0, 0] 0.1435 -116 

[0, 11] 70 [0.55, 1.9] [-1, 0, 0] 0.2183 344 

[0, 11] 70 [0.1, 0.3] [-1, 0, 0] 0.1435 -116 

Ribs [9, -10] 85 [0.5, 1.9]  0.259 595 

[9, -10] 85 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

[17.7, -5.5] -25 [0.6, 1.5]  0.259 595 

[17.7, -5.5] -25 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

[-18.5, -3.0] 10 [0.6, 1.55]  0.259 595 

[-18.5, -3.0] 10 [0.1, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

[14.5, -9] -60 [0.55, 1.7]  0.259 595 

[14.5, -9] -60 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

[-17, -7] 35 [0.55, 1.55]  0.259 595 

[-17, -7] 35 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

[18.4, 0] 10 [0.5,1.5]  0.259 595 

[18.4, 0] 10 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

[-18.2, 2] -14 [0.6, 1.5]  0.259 595 

[-18.2, 2] -14 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

[17.2, 4.5] 25 [0.55, 1.55]  0.259 595 

[17.2, 4.5] 25 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

-15.5, 7.5] -35 [0.55, 1.6]  0.259 595 

[-15.5, 7.5] -35 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

[11.5, 11] 60 [0.55, 1.7]  0.259 595 

[11.5, 11] 60 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

[-11.5, -10.2] -100 [0.5, 1.8]  0.259 595 
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[-11.5, -10.2] -100 [0.07, 0.75]  0.1435 -116 

Aorta 

Blood 

[-2.5, -1.5]  [1, 1]  0.1694 43 

Note: The equation of clipping lines is of the form dbyax >+ . Objects and clip lines 

were introduced to obtain the desired shapes for the structures. 

 

IV.3. Results 

      We carried out the numerical simulations using our modified new phantom. A linear 

84 cm virtual detector consisting of 1050 equi-spaced elements was assumed. A circular 

trajectory was employed and 1200 equi-angular non-truncated projections were acquired 

over 360
0
 in the fan-beam geometry shown in Fig. IV.3. This non-truncated acquisition 

mode gave us the freedom to simulate various truncated scenarios by retaining only the 

projections through a ROI. Poisson noise was also added to the projection data using the 

method described in [24] with 6

0
4 10N = ×  as the original number of photons per ray. 

The standard derivation of noise in the reconstructed image from non-truncated 

projections was consistent with that of clinical images, which is ~19.0 HU in this case. 

Projection data in the parallel-beam geometry were obtained by rebinning the fan-beam 

data. Images were reconstructed in both fan-beam and parallel-beam geometries. The 

POCS method was utilized to reconstruct the final images. We used the same convex sets 

as in our previous paper [20]. Assuming )()( 2 ℜ∈Lxf  as the 1-D image to be 

reconstructed these sets can be defined in reference to Fig. IV.1a by the following 

equations: 
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The image f  corresponds to an image of linear attenuation coefficients µ  along a given 

π -segment. )(xfo  is the known portion. 
fC  is the projection along the x-ray line 

containing theπ -segment. maxf is the upper bound of )(xf . In our simulation, we used 

5.0max =f . Our fourth convex set holds because we do not expect any tissue/organ with 

an attenuation coefficient less than zero. The maximum linear attenuation coefficient 

maxf  in the fifth convex set may be determined from the maximum HU present in a 

previous scan using Eq. (IV.9) and the knowledge of linear attenuation coefficient of 

water at the corresponding kVp. Alternatively, since bone has the higher linear 

attenuation coefficient among the body structures, its highest physiological value may be 

used for the same. We performed 400 iterations in our simulations.  
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Figure IV.6: Simulation setup with the outermost rectangles for the ROI and the narrow 

rectangular strips within the ROI for the first-pass reconstruction.  (a) The rectangle 

within aorta as the known region, (b) the part of vertebra within the ROI as the known 

sub-region, and (c) both the rectangle within aorta and the part of vertebra within the ROI 

as known sub-regions.  The display window is [-400, 400] HU. 
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Figure IV.7: Reconstructed ROI images for the simulation setup of Fig. IV.6a with 

profiles shown for the dotted lines.  (a) Fan-beam backprojection with noise free 

projection data. (b) Fan-beam backprojection with noisy projection data. (c) Parallel-

beam backprojection with noise free projection data. (d) Parallel-beam backprojection. 

with noisy projection data. Display window remains [-400, 400] HU 
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Figure IV.8: Reconstructed ROI images for the simulation setup of Fig. IV.6b with 

profiles shown for the dotted lines. (a) Fan-beam backprojection with noise free 

projection data. (b) Fan-beam backprojection with noisy projection data. (c) Parallel-

beam backprojection with noise free projection data. (d) Parallel-beam backprojection 

with noisy projection data. Display window remains [-400, 400] HU 
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Figure IV.9: Reconstructed ROI images for the simulation setup of Fig. IV.6c with 

profiles shown for the dotted lines. (a) Fan-beam backprojection with noise free 

projection data. (b) Fan-beam backprojection with noisy projection data. (c) Parallel-

beam backprojection with noise free projection data. (d) Parallel-beam backprojection 

with noisy projection data. Display window remains [-400, 400] HU 
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      Fig. IV.6 shows the three different ROIs and known sub-regions that we used for our 

simulations. The small rectangular strip (horizontal or vertical) within the rectangular 

ROI was first reconstructed. Then, this strip served as the known information for the 

reconstruction in the orthogonal direction. The known information was the attenuation 

values of blood in aorta and/or bone in vertebra. In Fig. IV.6a, only the aorta was the 

known sub-region, and horizontal inversion was first carried out. In Fig. IV.6b, only the 

part of vertebra within the ROI was the known sub-region, and vertical inversion was 

first carried out. In Fig. IV.6c, the information about both aorta and vertebra within the 

ROI was known, and horizontal inversion was first carried out. The small rectangular 

region within aorta was used as the known sub-region in the cases shown in Fig. IV.6a 

and 6c. Images of reconstructed ROIs for simulation setup of Figs. IV.6a through 6c with 

profiles are respectively presented in Figs. IV.7 to IV.9. 

       In all the images, we observe some drop in intensities in the vertical strip between 

vertebra and sternum. This may be attributed to the vertebra and sternum which are high 

attenuation structures as explained in [19]. It can also be noted that the quality of images 

in Figs. IV.7 is slightly better than the corresponding images in Fig. IV.8, and the quality 

of images in Fig. 9 are better than the corresponding images in Figs. IV.7 and IV.8. This 

phenomenon is more evident in the profiles. The poor image quality is observed in Fig. 

IV.8 as compared to Fig. IV.7 because vertebra within the ROI was the only known sub-

region in the former case, and vertical inversion was carried out first. Serving as a known 

sub-region, the poor approximation image of vertical strip image leads to an overall 

inferior image quality. Better image quality of Fig. IV.9 can be attributed to two reasons: 

1) horizontal inversion was carried out first which provided a horizontal strip image as a 
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better approximation to the known sub-region for vertical inversion, and 2) some part of 

vertebra was additionally known which helped in the process of vertical inversion. 

IV.4. Discussion 

      Since MDCT is now increasingly used for CVDs and other body systems, the 

radiation dose has become a growing concern. We believe that our exact local 

reconstruction approach [20] has a potential to reduce the radiation dose significantly in 

cardiac CT, improve the image quality, and be applied to other static body systems as 

well.  

      In this study, we designed a new 2-D phantom which is more realistic than the 

popular thorax phantom [21]. Our interior reconstruction approach [20] was tested by 

reconstructing ROIs using various combinations of aorta and vertebra as known sub-

regions. The method was tested using noisy and noise-free projection data respectively. 

Our results indicate that it is feasible to use the attenuation coefficients of blood in aorta 

and/or vertebral body as prior information to carry out exact interior reconstruction. 

Some artifacts exist due to the limitations of POCS method and the presence of high 

attenuation structures like bones. 

      Future research directions include improving the image quality, reducing the 

computation time, identifying known-sub-regions and testing with real projection data. 

Significant research efforts are necessary to improve the quality of reconstructed local 

images such that they are comparable to conventional reconstruction from non-truncated 

projection. Along this direction, it is necessary to try different methods like expectation 

maximization, and other optimization methods which might be able to provide better 

image quality. Being an iterative method, the POCS is computationally expensive and 
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time consuming. Increased reconstruction speed may be achieved by implementing the 

iterative methods in a parallel fashion. Undoubtedly, developing an analytic method to 

inverse the Hilbert transform is the fast and best way. Which sub-regions within the ROI 

can be assumed to be known is an important issue too. Beside the blood and bone, it will 

be worthwhile to find other sub-regions that could be assumed to be known or develop 

strategies to introduce known regions when possible. As an example, we might introduce 

a calibration device in a specific position, such as axillary line (left) to provide an 

additional region of known information.  

      Currently, we are limited in our ability to apply our methods to real data due to 

confidential nature of the raw projection data. We hope to overcome this obstacle in the 

near future. Applying these methods to real data will provide further insights into 

effectiveness and limitations of our approach. We are actively working to improve CT by 

reducing radiation dose and improving image quality to address the challenging problems 

like cardiac CT.  

      In conclusion, we have proposed a novel method to reconstruct the ROI from 

truncated projection data utilizing the attenuation coefficients of blood in aorta and/or 

bone in vertebra as known information. The potential for dose reduction in cardiac CT 

has been demonstrated in numerical simulations with our new numerical cardiac 

phantom. Also, a few research directions seem exciting to pursue.  
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Abstract: With continuing developments in Computed Tomography (CT) technology 

and its increasing use of CT imaging the ionizing radiation dose from CT is becoming a 

major public concern particularly for high dose applications like cardiac imaging. We 

recently proposed a novel interior tomography approach for x-ray dose reduction that is 

very different from all the previously proposed methods. Our method only utilizes the 

projection data for the rays passing through the desired region of interest. This method 

not only reduces x-ray dose but scatter as well. In this article, we quantify the reduction 

in the amount of x-ray dose and scattered radiation that could be achieved using this 

method. Results indicate that interior tomography may reduce the x-ray dose by 18% to 

58%, and scatter to the detectors by 19% to 59% as the FOV is reduced from 50 cm to 

8.6 cm. 

Keywords: Computed tomography (CT), cardiac CT, interior tomography, Farmer 

chamber, Pencil chamber, x-ray dose reduction, x-ray scatter reduction, CTDI. 
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V.1. Introduction 

      Tremendous progress in Computed Tomography (CT) technology such as the 

introduction of multi-slice CT and sub-second rotation times have increased the clinical 

uses of CT. The number of CT scans per year in the United States has increased from 3 

million in 1980 to 62 million in 2006 [1, 2].  CT is among the largest source of radiation 

exposure in radiology. It has been estimated that even though CT studies constitute only 

4% of all radiological procedures they account for 40% of the radiation dose delivered 

[3]. Cancer risk associated with CT is now becoming a growing concern. It has been 

estimated that 1.5-2% of all cancer cases may be associated with CT [1]. Cancer risk is 

especially a concern for high dose applications like cardiac CT [4]. CT technology is 

rapidly evolving and multi-detector CT (MDCT) scanners with up to 320 slices have now 

become available. Cardiac CT imaging is also progressing considerably with 

technologies like controlled cardiac CT [5, 6] and dynamic volumetric cardiac CT [7, 8], 

and scanning trajectories like saddle curve [9] and composite circling [10]. Hence, 

dramatic progress in CT technology, especially with MDCT, is foreseeable in the near 

future [11]. As a result, future CT imaging procedures are likely to improve the diagnosis 

of cardiovascular disease (CVD), including coronary artery disease, risk factor 

assessment and other cardiovascular disease such as congenital heart disease in infants 

and children. Therefore, it is necessary to find ways for effective dose reduction, 

especially for high dose applications like cardiac CT.  
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Figure V.1: Exact interior reconstruction settings. (a) One known region adjacent to the 

reconstructible region, and (b) two known regions adjacent to the reconstructible region, 

where f(x) is the image and g(x) the Hilbert transform. 

 

 

Figure V.2: Difference between conventional CT and interior tomography. (a) 

Conventional CT with the x-ray beam containing the object support, and (b) interior 

tomography with the x-ray beam only covering the ROI, where 1 is for an object support, 

2 for a ROI, and 3 for a known sub-region within the ROI. 
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      Most of the proposed dose reduction strategies have focused on modulation of scan 

parameters, modification of scanner geometry, and use of prospective gating, etc [12, 13]. 

While these methods can reduce dose, significant additional dose reduction can be 

achieved by developing acquisition and corresponding reconstruction methods that 

require less raw projection data. The first landmark work along this direction is the well-

known fan-beam half-scan formula [14]. Since then, several imaging conditions have 

been proposed which have enabled further reduction in the amount of required projection 

data [15-17]. However, these conditions do not apply to the case where the x-ray beam is 

entirely limited to the region of interest to be reconstructed. Such a condition could 

reduce the dose significantly for interior imaging applications like cardiac CT. Last year, 

our group [18] proposed an improved condition in this direction. As illustrated in Fig. 

V.1, we proved that the image on an interior line segment can be exactly reconstructed as 

long as it is within the scan field of view and x-ray attenuation coefficients are known for 

some portion of the segment. This line segment can be completely within the object and 

the projection data necessary for reconstruction are fully truncated. The interior 

tomography method was also independently proposed by Hirouki Kudo, Matias 

Courdurier, Frédéric Noo and Michel Defrise [19, 20]. Fig. V.2 compares the difference 

between the data acquisition configurations of conventional CT and interior tomography. 

The Filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm used in current CT scanners requires the 

object to be completely within x-ray beam in all views but interior tomography only 

needs the ROI to be within the x-ray beam in all views. Due to reduced x-ray scan field 

of view (SFOV), the interior tomography method not only decreases the x-ray dose but 

also the x-ray scatter.  
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Figure V.3:  Comparison of reconstructed images for conventional CT and interior 

tomography. a) Original image showing the ROI. b) Image reconstructed using FBP 

reconstruction from non-truncated projection data set. c) ROI image reconstructed with 

interior tomography. The narrow rectangular strip within the ROI is first reconstructed 

assuming the blood density in the rectangle within aorta as the known information 

followed by the ROI. Display window is [-400,400] HU. 
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       Since our interior tomography approach is for interior imaging and utilizes localized 

projection data, the external markers on the human body cannot serve as known regions 

for reconstruction. We recently tested the feasibility of using blood intensity in aorta 

and/or bone intensity in vertebra as the known information for cardiac imaging 

applications and obtained very promising results [21]. Fig. V.3 compares an FBP 

reconstruction image using non-truncated projection data with an interior tomography 

reconstruction image using only projection data for the rays passing through the ROI. 

Details of the reconstruction method can be found in reference [21]. The known 

information for blood can be obtained by scanning a blood sample. Alternatively, the 

known information can be obtained from existing previous CT scans or from low-dose 

CT scans obtained immediately prior to the interior tomography scanning session. We 

believe that our interior tomography method can significantly reduce x-ray dose and 

scatter for interior CT imaging applications like cardiac and dental. 

      Radiation dose is described as the amount of energy deposited per unit mass, say, in a 

patient’s body, as a result of ionizing radiation exposure. The SI unit of radiation dose is 

the Gray (Gy) and 1 Gy = 1 J/kg (energy per mass). The commonly used radiation dose 

parameter in CT is the computed tomography dose index (CTDI). In practice, CTDI100 (in 

Gy or mGy) is the measured parameter, using a pencil ionization chamber to integrate the 

radiation exposure of a single axial scan over a length of 100 mm [22]. Recently, a novel 

and more practical method has been proposed and validated [23, 24], that uses a 0.6 cm
3
 

Farmer chamber (small volume ionization chamber) to measure CTDIL, the accumulated 

dose for any scan length including CTDI100. The Farmer ionization chamber is placed in a 

standard PMMA phantom of either 16 cm or 32 cm in diameter. CTDI100 is measured on 
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the central, as well as peripheral axes in the phantom. CTDIw is the weighted average of 

the CTDI100 measurements at the center and the peripheral locations of the phantom 

given as CTDIw=
3

2
CTDI100(periphery)+

3

1
CTDI100(center). CTDIw reflects the average 

absorbed dose over the central plane (z = 0) of the phantom at the center of a 10 cm scan 

length for a pitch p = 1. CTDI-volume (CTDIvol) is likewise an average dose on the 

central x-y plane at z = 0 for a pitch p and is derived from CTDIw as CTDIvol=
1−p CTDIw 

[22]. The expected dose reduction, using interior tomography, is determined from dose 

measurements using the Farmer chamber. 

      In the diagnostic x-ray energy range, the predominant source of scattered photons and 

electrons is through the Compton effect. In this interaction a photon interacts with a 

loosely bound or free electron within the attenuating medium. This results in release of a 

recoil Compton electron and deflection of the incident photon from its original path with 

reduced energy [25]. The scattered photons add to the signal along different x-ray paths 

and present themselves as noise in the reconstructed image. Since interior tomography 

requires reduced SFOV, the scattered photons that would have come from the regions 

outside the reduced SFOV but within the nominal SFOV would be absent, thus reducing 

the contributions of scattered radiation. It is well known that scatter is reduced with 

reduction in radiation field size. The expected reduction in scattered radiation is 

determined from scattered radiation measurements using the diagnostic pancake-style 

ionization chamber.  

      The main goal of this article is to quantify the x-ray dose and scatter radiation 

reduction achieved as a result of using our interior tomography method.  
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V.2. Methods 

V.2.1. The CTDI100 acquisition method using a pencil chamber 

      Using a pencil chamber of active length l , a single axial rotation is made about its 

center with the phantom and table held stationary, measuring the integral of the single 

rotation axial dose profile over  (-ℓ/2, ℓ/2) . For the determination of CTDI100 the active 

length is 100=l  mm. The charge q  collected is given by ∫
−

=
2/

2/

)(
1

l

l
l

dzzf
N

q
k

 , where 

kN  is the chamber calibration factor in mGy.nC
-1

 (as given by an Accredited Dosimetry 

Calibration Laboratory, or ADCL) and CTDIL ∫
−

×
=

2/

2/

)(
1

L

L

dzzf
TN

 where TN ×  is the 

actual detector length. The chamber is vented and a pressure and temperature correction 

is also applied. 

V.2.2. CTDI100 using Farmer chamber 

      With the small chamber method the accumulated dose at z=0 is measured by 

integrating the current from the ionization chamber located at a fixed point in the 

phantom at the midpoint (z=0) of the scanned length  0tL ν=  while the phantom and 

chamber are translated by the couch through the beam plane at velocity ν   during the 

helical acquisition of total time 0t . Using the Farmer chamber guarantees that the scan 

length is always identical to the integration length L of the single rotation dose profile 

)(zf . For the determination of CTDI100 this scan length must be 100 mm. Then 

CTDI100= )0(LpD  where, )0(LD  is the dose measured by the Farmer Chamber and p   is 

an arbitrary acquisition pitch [24].  
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V.2.3. Experimental validation of Farmer chamber  

      We measured the CTDI100 at the center and the periphery of the PMMA body 

phantom 32 cm in diameter. The phantom length is 25 cm which is greater than the 

standard phantom of 14 cm length. The additional length provides better accuracy in the 

measurement of CTDI100. A Victoreen 500-200 10 cm long pencil ionization chamber 

and NE 2505/3A (0.6 cm
3
) Farmer chamber are utilized to make the measurement. In a 

GE Lightspeed 8 slice CT scanner, a single axial rotation is utilized for the measurements 

with the pencil chamber and a helical series is employed for the Farmer chamber. The 

measurements are made at the same kVp and mA, for both the chambers. Details for the 

scan protocols are presented in the results.  

V.2.4. Interior tomography dose measurements 

      The same PMMA cylindrical body phantom and the Farmer chamber NE 2505/3A 

(0.6 cm
3
) are used for interior tomography dose measurements. Helical trajectory is used 

for a GE Lightspeed 16 slice scanner with a large (50 cm) SFOV. To create small SFOVs 

and thus simulate the interior tomography method, collimator lead plates 1/16
th
 inch thick 

are placed in front of the standard xy CT collimator to produce various openings (field 

sizes). This results in small SFOVs while the large SFOV is still set on the CT scanner. 

Thus, the same bowtie filter is used for small or large SFOV x-ray beams. The 

measurements for each SFOV are made at three different voltages, 80, 100, and 120 kVp. 

To measure the SFOV size we exposed Kodak X-omat V x-ray film at the isocenter using 

a stationary gantry. The SFOV was determined from the measured width on the 

blackened film. 
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V.2.5. Interior tomography scatter measurements 

      Scatter measurement are also carried out using the PMMA body phantom. The 

measurements are made for the same kVp, mA and SFOVs as used for dose estimation, 

on the GE Lightspeed 16 slice scanner. However, these measurements are made using a 

large-volume (15 cm
3
) diagnostic pancake-style ionization chamber (Fluke Biomedical 

96035B). This chamber is used because it has greater sensitive volume and produces 

more current/charge that is suitable for low dose measurements. Also, the pencil chamber 

is too long for scatter measurements. To measure scattered radiation reaching the 

detectors, the pancake chamber was placed just outside the primary beam ~180º from the 

x-ray source, slightly off the detector z-position < 3 cm. A stationary x-ray beam was 

utilized. The charge q  collected is multiplied by the chamber calibration factor 

(mGy/nC) to obtain the scattered radiation dose in mGy. 

V.3. Results 

Table V.1: Comparison between pencil chamber and farmer chamber 

 CTDI100 at 

Center (mGy) 

 

CTDI100 at 

Periphery (mGy) 

CTDIvol 

(mGy) 

Pencil 20.38 40.6 33.86 

Farmer 20.42 40.02 33.49 

CT Technical 

Manual 

19.2 38.58 32.12 

      

       To demonstrate that the CTDI100 measurements made with the Farmer chamber are 

the same as those obtained with the commonly used pencil chamber, CTDI100 was 

measured at both the peripheral and the central axes of the phantom with both ionization 

chambers, using CT irradiation parameters of 120 kVp, 300 mA, rotation τ  = 1sec, and 

TN × =8*1.25=10 mm. We also calculated CTDIvol from these measurements. An axial 
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scan was used for measurements with the pencil chamber. A helical scan with pitch p= 

0.875, table velocity 
τ

TNp ××
=ν =8.75 mm/s, for a total exposure time of t0 = 11.5s and 

an acquisition scan length 0tL ν=  = 100.625 mm was used for measurements with the 

Farmer chamber. The ADCL calibration factor for the pencil chamber is 2.735 mGy.nC
-1

 

and the calibration factor for the Farmer chamber is 41.69 mGy.nC
-1

. Table V.1 compares 

the measured CTDI100 and CTDIvol values using the pencil chamber and the Farmer 

chamber. It is easy to see that values for CTDI100 and CTDIvol measured with both 

chambers agree within 1%. 

Table V.2: Percentage reduction of CTDI100 values and CTDIvol for small SFOVs as 

compared to the 50 cm SFOV at 80 kVp. The values in parentheses are CTDIvol values 

calculated from the CT technical manual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scan 

field of 

view 

(SFOV) 

CTDI100 at the Center CTDI100 at the Periphery CTDIvol 

(mGy) 

Percentage 

reduction 
Measured 

(mGy) 

Percentage  

reduction 

Measured 

(mGy) 

Percentage 

reduction 

8.6 cm 3.18 35.63 4.58 61.93 4.70 57.47 

13.4 cm 3.79 23.28 6.54 45.64 6.43 41.81 

16.8 cm 4.34 12.15 8.10 32.67 7.82 29.34 

20.6 cm 4.6 6.88 9.45 21.45 8.95 19.0 

50 cm 4.94  

(5.05) 

0 12.03 

(12.73) 

0 11.05 

(11.62) 

0 
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Table V.3: Percentage reduction of CTDI100 values and CTDIvol for small SFOVs as 

compared to the 50 cm SFOV at 100 kVp. The values in parentheses are CTDIvol values 

calculated from the CT technical manual. 

 

 

Table V.4: Percentage reduction of CTDI100 values and CTDIvol for small SFOVs as 

compared to the 50 cm SFOV at 120 kVp. The values in parentheses are CTDIvol values 

calculated from the CT technical manual. 

 

      To quantify the dose reduction achieved using the interior tomography method, we 

next measured CTDI100 values at the central and peripheral axes of the phantom with the 

Farmer chamber using a helical trajectory. CTDIvol values were calculated from these 

values at various kVp and for five different SFOVs, one large (50 cm) SFOV and 4 small 

SFOVs (8.6 cm, 13.4 cm, 16.8 cm, 20.6 cm) using the extra lead plate collimation to 

define the 4 different small SFOV apertures. These SFOVs were derived from the fan 

beam widths measured as increased film density from 4 sets of x-ray films at the 

Scan 

field of 

view 

(SFOV) 

CTDI100 at the Center CTDI100 at the Periphery CTDIvol 

(mGy) 

Percentage 

reduction 
Measured 

(mGy) 

Percentage  

reduction 

Measured 

(mGy) 

Percentage 

reduction 

8.6 cm 7.56 36.79 9.21 62.97 9.9 57.87 

13.4 cm 9.68 19.06 13.47 45.84 13.95 40.64 

16.8 cm 10.41 12.96 16.69 32.89 16.68 29.02 

20.6 cm 11.2 6.35 19.71 20.75 19.28 17.96 

50 cm 11.96 

(11.68) 

0 24.87 

(25.58) 

0 23.50 

(23.94) 

0 

Scan 

field of 

view 

(SFOV) 

CTDI100 at the Center CTDI100 at the 

Periphery 

CTDIvol 

(mGy) 

Percentage 

reduction 

Measured 

(mGy) 

Percentage  

reduction 

Measured 

(mGy) 

Percentage 

reduction 

8.6 cm 13.11 36.51 14.79 63.44 16.26 57.90 

13.4 cm 16.7 19.13 21.67 46.48 22.87 40.78 

16.8 cm 18.09 12.40 26.7 33.91 27.23 29.49 

20.6 cm 19.40 6.05 31.64 21.78 31.5 18.4 

50 cm 20.65 

(20.48) 

0 40.45 

(41.93) 

0 38.62 

(39.75) 

0 
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isocenter. The measured CTDI100 and CTDIvol values along with the percentage dose 

reduction for the small SFOVs as compared to the 50 cm SFOV are presented in Tables 

V.2 through V.4. From these tables it can be seen that as the scan field of view decreases 

the percentage dose reduction increases. Also, the percentage dose reduction is greater at 

the periphery than at the center as one would expect. While the actual dose increases with 

increasing kVp no significant differences are observed in percentage dose reduction for 

the same small SFOV. In other words, percentage dose reduction is a function of size of 

the SFOV but seems to be independent of the kVp. 

Table V.5: Percentage reduction in Scatter radiation to the detectors for small SFOVs as 

compared to the 50 cm SFOV at ~180º from the x-ray source. 

SFOV 

(cm) 

Scattered Radiation (µGy) 

80kVp 100kVp 120kVp 

 Measured  Percentage 

reduction 

Measured  Percentage 

reduction 

Measured  Percentage 

reduction 

9.4 Not measurable 0.56 57.26 1.06 58.91 

13.4 0.3 43.4 0.81 40.0 1.51 41.47 

16.8 0.37 30.18 0.96 28.89 1.78 31.00 

20.8 0.41 22.64 1.08 20.0 2.08 19.38 

50 0.53 0 1.35 0 2.58 0 

 

      To quantify the scatter reduction at the detectors achieved using the interior 

tomography method, we measured scattered radiation as previously described in the 

methods at the same SFOVs, kVp values, and mA. The calibration factor of the 

diagnostic pancake ionization chamber used is 0.1682 mGy/nc. The measured scattered 

radiation along with the percentage reduction for the small SFOVs as compared to the 50 

cm SFOV are presented in Table V.5. From this table we can see that as the scan field of 

view decreases the percentage of scatter reduction increases. While the actual scattered 

radiation increases with increasing kVp, no significant differences are observed in 

percentage reduction in scattered radiation for the same small SFOV. In other words, 
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percentage reduction in scattered radiation is a function of size of the SFOV but it seems 

to be independent of the kVp. 

V.4. Discussion 

      Progress in CT technology has led to an enormous increase in the use of CT for non-

invasive imaging. Popular high dose CT applications such as cardiac imaging, while 

providing clinically meaningful data, have become a growing concern due to the ionizing 

nature of x-rays and their potential risks to cause cancer. Several directions have been 

proposed to reduce CT x-ray dose. We believe that our recently proposed interior 

tomography method which uses only the localized projection data to reconstruct the ROI 

has a significant potential to reduce CT x-ray dose. As an added advantage, it can also 

reduce scattered radiation, which could provide improved reconstructed image quality. 

The reduction in x-ray dose and scattered radiation that could be achieved using our 

interior tomography method was quantified by measuring x-ray dose and scattered 

radiation for several SFOVs and by comparing them to the measurements for a large 

reference SFOV. 

      Our results indicate that as the x-ray beam SFOV is decreased, the dose at the center 

and the periphery also decrease thus leading to an overall dose reduction. As expected, 

the dose reduction is greater at the periphery than at the center. Similarly, as the SFOV 

was decreased, the amount of scattered radiation also decreased. While the actual dose 

and scattered radiation increase with the kVp, the percentage reduction in dose and 

scattered radiation seems to be a function of SFOV only and independent of kVp.  

      The measured dose and scattered radiation for a few different SFOVs gives us an 

estimate of the x-ray dose and scatter radiation reduction potential of our interior 
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tomography method. Also, our measurements are limited to a circular SFOV which is 

adequate for cardiac imaging purpose due to the shape and location of the heart. For other 

interior applications the SFOV could potentially be different in different views. A model 

for predicting x-ray dose and scattered radiation reduction using interior tomography is 

considered beyond the scope of this article but will provide additional insights and 

capability to predict dose and scattered radiation reduction for any desired SFOV. 

      In conclusion, our interior tomography method has a great potential for x-ray dose 

reduction. The results indicate that it can reduce X-ray dose in the range of 18% to 58% 

and scatter in the range of 19% to 59%. Thus we have demonstrated that it gives a 

significant dose reduction for interior applications like cardiac CT and thus helps to make 

the use of CT safer. At the same time, reduced scatter radiation could provide improved 

reconstructed image quality. 
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Abstract: Recent advancement in the computed tomography (CT) field has increased its 

applicability significantly. However, the ionizing nature of x-rays remains a major 

concern, especially for high dose procedures like cardiac CT perfusion studies. Current 

CT scanners require that an entire cross-section of the patient body must be covered by 

the field of view (FOV) even if we are only interested in an interior region of interest 

(ROI), such as a heart or cochlea. To solve this problem, interior tomography was 

recently developed, which can accurately reconstruct an ROI only from the x-rays 

through the ROI when precise knowledge of a sub-region is known. This new approach 

has a great potential to reduce x-ray radiation dose. The key step in the interior 

reconstruction is to invert a truncated Hilbert transform. Here we present an improved 

projection onto convex sets (POCS) technique for interior tomography. The convex sets 

as available constraints include knowledge of a sub-region in the ROI, Hilbert transform 

data within the ROI, image bounds, interior projection data through the ROI, cross-

section boundary, total-variation regularization, and scout views. Numerical studies are 

performed to evaluate the effects of these constraints when they are imposed 

simultaneously, selectively and individually. Our results are compared with the global 

FBP reconstruction method. Relevant issues and research directions are also discussed. 

Keywords: Computed tomography (CT), interior tomography, local reconstruction, 

SART, POCS, TSVD, compressed sensing, compressive sensing, total variation 

minimization. 
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VI.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

       Recently, x-ray interior tomography was proposed by our group for local 

applications such as cardiac imaging [1, 2], which is a promising way to significantly 

reduce x-ray radiation dose. As illustrated in Fig. VI.1, unlike current CT scanners which 

require an entire cross-section to be irradiated by x-rays, the interior reconstruction 

approach reconstructs a local region of interest (ROI) utilizing only the projection data 

along the x-rays through it. Thus, the field of view (FOV) can now be as small as the 

ROI, and the projection data can be truncated on both the sides beyond the ROI. The 

interior tomography FOV can be obtained using dynamic collimation [3, 4]. Previous 

efforts to reduce the amount of projection data propose to reconstruct from shorter x-ray 

source scan ranges [5-8] and projection data truncated on one side beyond the ROI [9]. 

Significant research has been dedicated to permit reconstruction from truncated or 

 

Figure VI.1: Difference between conventional and interior CT scanning modes. (a) The 

conventional CT scan with the x-ray beam irradiating the whole object support and (b) 

the interior CT scan with the x-ray beam irradiating the ROI only, where 1 is for an 

object support, 2 for an ROI, and 3 for a known sub-region within the ROI. 
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incomplete projections [10-22]. However, none of these allows use of a FOV, same as 

any desired ROI, completely within the object support to exactly reconstruct. 

 

 

Figure VI.3: Chord-averaging concept. Backprojection is carried out along chords of 

different directions followed by inversion in these directions. Redundant pixels 

reconstructed in different directions are averaged to obtain a final image. 

  

 

Figure VI.2: Interior reconstruction setting with f(x) being an object and g(x) being 

the Hilbert transform. 
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      Note that the intensity of a sub-region within the ROI was initially assumed known 

[1]. Also, interior tomography results assuming precise sub-region knowledge were 

independently reported by other research groups as well [23-26]. Recently, we extended 

the conditions of interior tomography to permit a 3-D ROI reconstruction [27], and tested 

the feasibility with blood in aorta and bone in vertebra as known sub-regions for cardiac 

CT [28]. Furthermore, when exact information is not available, inspired by compressive 

sensing (CS) theory we also proposed total variation minimization based interior 

tomography [29] to reconstruct piece-wise constant objects. In the framework of 

backprojection filtration [30], by backprojecting the differentiated projection data we can 

obtain the Hilbert transform image, which can be inverted to obtain the original image. 

However, as shown in Fig VI.2, the Hilbert transform -.��� of a line segment within the 

object support is only available in the FOV/ROI, i.e. 

                 -.��� � �/ 01 � 2.�3��4� 56746 , � 9 ��, :�,                                                     (VI.1) 

where 01 represents the principle value, and ;�1,1< is a normalized compact support. 

Eq. (VI.1) can be discretized as 

                 =>. � ?.,                                              (VI.2) 

where, = � @ A�1,1�       A�1,2�   B     A�1, ��A�2,1�       A�2,2�   B     A�2, ��     C              C         D          C   A�E, 1�      A�E, 2�  B    A�E, ��F is the Hilbert Transform matrix whose 

coefficients can be calculated as described in [31, 32], >. � ;2�, 2�, B , 2G , B , 2$<H are the 

intensity values of pixels on the compact support ;�1, 1<, and 

?. � ;-�, -�, B , -I , B , -J<H the known Hilbert transform data corresponding to sample 

points on the interval ;�, :<. Note that the values of >. are known on ;�, K< and exactly 
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reconstructible on ;K, :<. It is a non-trivial problem to invert the truncated Hilbert 

transform. The approach known as “projection onto convex sets” (POCS) [33] is often 

employed to perform the inversion operation subject to multiple convex constraints, and 

is applicable to perform interior tomography. Such an inversion can also be carried out 

using our recently proposed truncated singular value decomposition based method [31]. 

The known sub-region is usually small and permits reconstruction of a strip (group of 

lines). This reconstructed strip can be used as a new known sub-region to reconstruct in 

the orthogonal direction so that the entire ROI can be reconstructed [28]. Using this 

approach, the final image quality depends on the inversion errors of the first pass. To 

improve the image quality, we developed a chord averaging method in which the image 

strips are reconstructed along various directions [34]. Fig. VI.3 illustrates the chord 

averaging idea. The image pixels at the same position in different image strips are 

averaged to obtain the final image. The inversion along each strip can be carried out with 

either the POCS or TSVD method.        

      In the context of interior tomography, the Hilbert transform constraint is normally 

used and SART algorithm can be employed to impose the integral constraint. These 

constraints respectively operate on a line segment (>.) at a time and the entire image. 

These constraints provide the following least squares solutions 

                   Minimize ||>.||� subject to =>. � ?.  Q 9 R,                                           (VI.3) 

                     Minimize ||>||� subject to S> � T,                                                         (VI.4) 

where R is the union of set of lines in all directions, > a vector form of the image, = the 

Hilbert transform matrix,  S the system matrix, and T a vector corresponding to all 
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projections. The 2-norm minimization makes an inherent assumption that the image is 

smooth and may compromise sharp features like edges in an image [35, 36].  

      Recently, there has been an increased interest in the total variation (TV) 

regularization based image reconstruction. This method is well justified by the CS theory, 

and involves the 1- norm minimization of the gradient of a function. The seminal work by 

Rudin et al [36] demonstrated the edge preserving properties of this method. Because of 

its nonlinearity, this type of methods are computationally expensive. Then, Vogel et al 

developed a computationally efficient iterative algorithm [37]. In the past years, CS 

theory [38, 39] revealed previously unknown properties of the total variation approach. 

Most importantly, sparse or approximately sparse signals can be exactly recovered for 

severely underdetermined systems. Medical images themselves are not sparse but their 

gradients generally are with better uniformity within organs and higher variations across 

boundaries [40]. The total variation minimization based reconstruction algorithms were 

already successfully applied to diffraction tomography [41], SPECT [42], and CT [40, 

43-45]. TV regularization as a constraint forms a convex set and can be used within 

POCS framework [46, 47]. 

      The focus of this paper is placed on an extended POCS approach because of its 

flexibility in utilizing various constraints including the TV regularization.  The inversion 

with POCS involves alternative projections of desired pixel values from one constraint 

set to another. The solution lies in the intersection of all the convex sets [9, 28]. In the 

following, we present our extended projection onto convex sets (POCS) method and 

evaluate the contributions of the involved constraints on reconstruction quality. In the 

second section, various constraint sets and the reconstruction algorithm are described. In 
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the third section, the simulation results are presented using numerical cardiac phantom 

and real CT data obtained in a sheep lung study. Finally, limitations and future directions 

are discussed. 

VI.2. METHODOLOGY 

      An extended POCS method is presented in this section for interior tomography. 

Typically, POCS involves projections onto various convex sets. If 0�, …, 0J, are 

operators to project onto respective convex sets U�, ..., UJ, the composite operator can be 

written as V � 0�0� … 0J , and POCS can be written as 2G � VG2, where W indicates the 

iteration number.  

VI.2.1. Constraint Sets 

VI.2.1. Hilbert Transform (XY�: Backprojection of differentiated projection data gives 

the Hilbert transform data in the ROI as defined by Eq. (VI.1).  In the iteration process, 

this constraint can be imposed by setting the Hilbert transform within the ROI to its 

known values and then inverting them to obtain image intensities. For a line, shown in 

Fig. VI.2, this constraint can be written as 

                    XY � Zf 9 >[| =>[ � -.���, � 9 ��, :�\.                                                   (VI.5) 

VI.2.1.2. Image Positivity (X]�: In the CT field, the image intensities represent the x-ray 

attenuation coefficients which are always positive. This constraint can be imposed by 

setting all image pixels with negative intensity to zero. This constraint can be 

mathematically written as 

                  X] � Zf 9 >[, | 2.��� ^ 0, � 9 ;�1,1<\ .                                                    (VI.6) 

VI.2.1.3. Maximum Value (X_�: Generally speaking, there is some knowledge about the 

maximum attenuation coefficient within the image. In non-contrast medical CT, this 
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usually corresponds to bone. A pixel value above the maximum value can be set to the 

maximum value. This constraint can be imposed by setting all image pixels above the 

maximum value to it. In reference to Fig, VI.2, this constraint can be written as  

                  X_ �  Zf 9 >[| 2.��� ` 2I�7 , � 9 ;�1,1<\.                                                 (VI.7) 

VI.2.1.4. Known Sub-region (Xa�: This constraint can be imposed by setting the known 

pixels to the corresponding values. In reference to Fig. VI.2, this constraint can be written 

as 

                   Xa � Z f 9 >[ | 2.��� � 2bG�cG���, � 9 ��, K�\ .                                      (VI.8) 

VI.2.1.5. Compact Support (Xd�: Knowledge of the compact support may be obtained 

prior to performing a scan. A light source can be rotated around the object like the x-ray 

source and whether the light arrives at the detectors can be sensed. A sinogram-like data 

can then be generated. These data can be analyzed to construct a convex object support. 

Such a support may also be obtained in other ways. Let us denote the set of pixels within 

the support as e. This convex set can be written as 

                  Xd � Zf 9 > | f 9 e\ U Zf � 0| f h e\                                                      (VI.9) 

where f represents the position of a pixel. 

VI.2.1.6. Truncated data (Xi�: The SART algorithm can be used to impose the 

truncated data constraint for all the x-rays through the ROI. This constraint can be written 

as [48, 49] 

                   Xi � j2k 9 >, | 2k�lmno� � 2k�lmn ) �∑ �&q&9r ∑ �&q�s&4t&>&uvw�∑ �&qxqyz�9r {.               (VI.10) 

where |}~: indicates the iteration number, >�lmn a vector of current image pixel values, 

| � 1 … � indexes the rows of the system matrix S each of which corresponds to, r a set 

of x-rays through the ROI, � � 1 … � indexes the columns of S. 
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VI.2.1.7. Scout views (X��: A scout-view contains x-rays through the entire compact-

support. In a clinical setting, two orthogonal scout views are normally acquired to 

determine the start and end points of the scan in the longitudinal direction. This constraint 

can be imposed using the SART algorithm as for Xi and in our algorithm we impose both 

of them simultaneously. 

VI.2.1.8. Total variation regularization (X��: This can be defined as   

                    X� � �f 9 >| min�|�>|�� ����~�} }� �|�>|�� ` ��                                (VI.11) 

The existence of an upper bound � on the TV �|�>|�� makes the constraint convex. This 

condition is easily met by gray scale images [46] and should be minimized subject to 

other constraints. In the literature, it is well known that the gradient magnitude of an 

image can be written as [50, 51] 

                   |�>�x, y�| � �#�>�7'� ) #�>�6'�
 .                                                               (VI.12)                         

Eq. (VI.12) can be approximated in terms of image pixels as [40] 

                  |�>�x, y�| � �;2��, 3� � 2�� � 1, 3�<� ) ;2��, 3� � 2�� � 1, 3�<�.    (VI.13)             

The TV function ||�>||� is now expressed as  

                   � � ||�>||� � ∑ ∑ |�>�x, y�|67 .                                                            (VI.14) 

VI.2.2. Reconstruction Algorithm     

      Our extended POCS algorithm consists of the three major steps: chord averaging, 

SART-based integral constraint and total variation regularization, which are sequentially 

repeated. The constraints of image positivity �X]�, maximum value �X_� , known sub-

region �Xa� and compact support �Xd� are imposed after each of the three steps. Chord 

averaging is necessary to ensure that the Hilbert transform constraint (XY� is imposed 
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along all the lines through the known sub-region. The SART iteration step is utilized to 

impose integral constraints (Xi and X��. The gradient descent algorithm [29, 40, 43] is 

used to perform total variation regularization. To use gradient descent algorithm, the 

gradient of the total variation function (Eq. VI.14) must be available with respect to the 

image pixels 2��, 3�. This gradient can be approximated as [40, 42] 

              ���, 3� � �����7,6� � ��7,6�4��74�,6��;��7,6�4��74�,6�<�o;��74�,6o��4��74�,6�<�o�                                                                     

                                               ) ��7,6�4��7,64���;��7o�,64��4��7,64��<�o;��7,6�4��7,64��<�o�  

                                               ) ��7o�,6�o��7,6o��4���7,6��;��7o�,6�4��7,6�<�o;��7,6o��4��7,6�<�o� ,                       (VI.15) 

where � is the gradient of the total variation function �. � is a small number necessary to 

prevent the denominator value from being zero. The pseudo code of the proposed 

algorithm is as follows: 

1) � � 0.005,  �nm5� 0.997, �H�=5,  

2) > � 0 

3) Repeat the main loop  
4) Project > onto X] through Xd to respectively impose the constraints of image 

positivity, maximum value, known sub-region and compact support 

5) For ¡ � 1, ¢  

6) Project > onto XY to impose the Hilbert transform  constraint 

7) End for 

8) Project > onto X] through Xd to respectively impose the constraints of image 

positivity, maximum value, known sub-region and compact support 
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9) Estimate the forward projections for the x-rays through ROI and in scout views. 

Project > onto Xi and X� to impose the integral constraints by performing one 

iteration of SART algorithm 

10) Project > onto X] through Xd to respectively impose the constraints of image 

positivity, maximum value, known sub-region and compact support 

11) For �W} � 1, �H� 

12) Calculate the gradient £ of the TV function using Eq. (VI.15)  

13) ¤ � max�|>|� /max �|£�|�   (Note: Values of > and £ of pixels in ROI must only 

be considered ) 

14) > � > � β ¦�¦ D 

15) � �� ¦ �nm5 

16) End for 

17) End of the main loop if the stopping criterion is met 

      In the above pseudo code, ¢ is the number of filtering directions used for chord 

averaging, �H�  the number of gradient descent searching steps in each iteration,  � and 

�nm5 are respectively the step size and the step reduction factor. The maximum number 

of iterations is 400 for this study, as the stopping criterion. 

VI.3. Results 

      We used a numerical thorax phantom [52] to evaluate our reconstruction algorithm 

and perform a comparative study of the constraints used. In total 1200 views of non-

truncated projection data were synthesized for this phantom. Then, only the x-rays 

through an ROI were utilized for the interior reconstructions. Two scout views covering 

the entire compact support were also utilized. The source to iso-center distance was 75 
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cm. A linear virtual detector of 84 cm in length was used with 1050 detector pixels. The 

reconstructed image size is 50x50 cm
2
 with 513x513 pixels. The radius of the ROI was 7 

cm.  

 

               
                                 a)                                                   b)                                      c) 

Figure VI.4: Original images for the thorax phantom. (a) Original image with ROI, (b) a 

zoomed ROI with a known sub-region and (c) zoomed ROI at a broader window to 

clearly show dashed lines along which profiles are compared in this study.  The display 

window is [0.95, 1.05] for (a) and (b) and [0.8, 1.2] for (c). 

 

Table VI.1: Numerical simulation cases. 

Case No Description 

1 All constraints, i.e., all convex sets XY through X� are utilized 

2 All constraints except for XY (Hilbert transform  ) 

3 All constraints except for X] ( Image positivity) 

4 All constraints except for  X_ (Maximum value) 

5 All constraints except for Xa (Known sub-region) 

6 All constraints except for Xd (Compact support) 

7 All constraints except for Xi (Truncated data ) 

8 All constraints  except for X� (Scout views) 

9 All constraints except for  Xi  and  X� 

10 All constraints except for X� (Total-variation regularization) 

11 Only  XY  (Hilbert Transform) 

12 Only Xi (Truncated data) 

13 Only one filtering direction and all constraints except for Xa (known 

sub-region) 
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Table VI.2: Image quality indices for various simulation cases defined in Table VI.1. 

Case No Root Mean 

Square Error 

Maximum 

Absolute Error 

FWHM (mm) Noise 

1 5.8447E-2 6.5595E-1 2.1168 1.6933E-3 

2 7.4951E-2 4.9253E-1 2.1348 2.9286E-4 

3 5.8504E-2 6.5578E-1 2.1144 1.1709E-3 

4 5.8448E-2 6.5596E-1 2.1168 1.6937E-3 

5 6.0972E-2 6.4294E-1 2.0979 1.3488E-3 

6 6.0537E-2 6.5881E-1 2.1113 2.1826E-3 

7 5.2209E-1 1.0543 2.1429 7.9647E-2 

8 5.8953E-2 6.5580E-1 2.1114 1.7515E-3 

9 7.7132E-2 6.3887E-1 2.0604 2.9304E-3 

10 5.8675E-2 6.5549E-1 2.1180 1.6697E-3 

11 7.4785E-2 1.8062 2.0918 3.9106E-2 

12 3.2126E-1 9.5404E-1 2.1455 5.2302E-3 

13 7.4320E-2 7.5016E-1 2.1201 2.9684E-3 

 

 
Figure VI.5: Reconstructed ROI images for the cases of the first category.  (a)-(j) are for 

cases 1-10 respectively. The display window is [0.95,1.05] except for (g) where the 

display window is [0.3,0.7] 
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Figure VI.6: Row and column profiles of the reconstructed ROI images for the cases of 

the first category.  (a)-(j) are for cases 1-10 respectively. 
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Figure VI.6 continued 
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Figure VI.6 continued 
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Figure VI.7: Reconstructed ROI images and profiles for the cases of the second 

category. (a) A reconstructed ROI in case 11, (b) and (c) row and column profiles in case 

11; (d) a reconstructed ROI in case 12, (e) and (f) row and column profiles in case 12. 

The display window is [0.2,0.7] for case 11 and [0.55, 0.85] for case 12 
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Figure VI.8: Reconstructed ROI and profiles in case 13 (a) A reconstructed ROI, (b) and 

(c) row and column profiles.  The display window is [0.95,1.05]. 

 

      To demonstrate the merits of our algorithm and understand the importance and 

contributions of various constraints, representative simulation cases are described in 

Table VI.1. These cases are divided into three categories to present the results in a well-

organized manner. The first category consists of cases 1 through 10.  In each case of this 

category, 60 filtering directions over 180° and a combination of constraints are utilized 

for chord averaging. In each filtering direction, only pixels on the lines through the 

known sub-region were projected onto the convex sets during the chord averaging, 

regardless of whether the known information was utilized or not. The second category 

contains cases 11 and 12 and utilizes only one constraint for reconstruction. While 

reconstruction for case 11 enforces the Hilbert transform constraint, reconstruction for 
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case 12 reflects the truncated data constraint. When known sub-region information is not 

unavailable, chord averaging is not necessary and reconstruction can be performed using 

only one filtering direction as in case 13. We consider this as a case for third category. 

Original images, ROI, known sub-region and image profile locations are shown in Fig. 

VI.4. Reconstructed images in the first category are shown in Fig. VI.5 with the 

corresponding row and column profiles shown in Fig. VI.6. Reconstructed images and 

profiles in the second category are in Fig. VI.7. The counterparts for the third category 

are in Fig. VI.8. The image quality parameters include root mean square error (RMSE), 

absolute maximum error, full width at half maximum (FWHM) and noise, as summarized 

in Table VI.2. RMSE and maximum errors were computed from the difference between 

the original ROI and the reconstructed ROI.  FWHM was calculated as described in [53].  

Noise was computed as a standard deviation in intensity values in a uniform region. 

      From our numerical results, it can be observed that the best image quality was 

obtained when all the constraints were utilized as evidenced by the lowest RMSE in case 

1. The absence of the Hilbert transform constraint in case 2 resulted in severe degradation 

in image quality as can be seen from significantly increased errors and ROI with reduced 

intensities in Figs. VI.5(b) and VI.6(b). The change in visual image quality for the cases 

3, 4, 8 and 10 are not apparent but removal of corresponding image positivity, image 

maximum and scout views constraints resulted in increase of RMSE values indicating 

that these constraints do help in the reconstruction process. The increase due to removal 

of the maximum value constraint and thus its contribution during reconstruction is very 

small. However, when image positivity, scout views or total variation regularization 

constraints are removed a notable change is RMSE values can be seen indicating that 
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these constraints are comparatively more important. A careful comparison of column 

profiles for case 1 and case 8 shows a drop in the intensity upon removal of scout views 

constraint which indicates that the constraint of scout views is more important than image 

bounds and total variation regularization. Prior known sub-region information is 

theoretically important for interior tomography, and it indeed made a substantial 

contribution as can be seen by increased errors and drop in image intensities without it. In 

the cases when either the compact support, or truncated data constraint was not utilized, 

the RMSE increased significantly, indicating that they do contribute substantially in the 

reconstruction process. We can also see the importance of these constraints by comparing 

the reconstructed ROIs and profiles without these constraints in Figs. VI.5(f), VI.6(f), 

VI.5(g) and VI.6(g) with those for case 1 in Figs VI.5(a) and VI.6(a). Severe degradation 

in image quality results in the absence of truncated data constraint as seen in Figs. 

VI.5(g) and VI.6(g).  SART algorithm employed in this case utilizes only 2 scout views, 

which makes the image quality very bad in the absence of truncated data constraint and 

thus the scout views constraint must be enforced along with the truncated data constraint. 

When both the integral constraints were removed, the RMSE increased significantly 

along with severe degradation of in image quality as seen in Figs VI.5(i) and VI.6(i). The 

constraints of the Hilbert transform and truncated data can potentially reconstruct an ROI 

in the absence of all the other constraints. The poor results in cases 11 and 12, in which 

only one of these constraints was employed, indicate that either of these constraints by 

itself cannot reconstruct an ROI up to the optimal image quality. As explained above, the 

reconstruction in the third category is feasible without a known sub-region, which is Case 

13 where only one filtering direction was utilized. The RMSE value for this case is very 
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high compared to the case 1 in which all constraints are utilized. Also, it results in poor 

image quality. Clearly, this increment in RMSE and poor image quality must be 

associated with the lack of prior knowledge of a sub-region and the use of only one 

filtering direction. The RMSE was also more than that in Case 5 where the sub-region 

knowledge was not utilized, indicating the chord averaging process helps improve the 

interior reconstruction image quality. 

 

     

                                                      a)                                                                           b) 

Figure VI.9: ROI and profile locations for real sheep lung CT data  (a) FBP 

reconstructed image showing ROI, (b) Zoomed ROI showing profile location and known 

sub-region within trachea.  The display window is [0.05,0.25]. 
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Figure VI.10: Reconstructed ROI for real sheep lung CT data a) reconstructed ROI, (b) and (c) 
row and column profiles 

 

 

Figure VI.11: Randomly chosen sub-regions within ROI for statistical comparison of 

reconstructed ROIs obtained using interior tomography and Global FBP reconstruction. 

a) Sub-regions for the thorax phantom and b) sub-regions for sheep-lung data. 
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      We also applied our algorithm to real sheep lung CT data to test its potential for 

clinical applications. FBP reconstruction image from global data, ROI showing known 

sub-region of trachea and profile locations are shown in Fig. VI.9. Reconstructed ROI 

along with profiles are shown in Fig. VI.10. Good image quality and closely matching 

profile demonstrate the potential of algorithm for application to clinical data. 

      Furthermore, we performed statistical analysis for both the numerical thorax phantom 

and real sheep lung data to test the null hypotheses that the mean values in uniform sub-

regions of the ROI would be the same for images reconstructed using the global FBP and 

proposed interior tomography algorithms. That is, the comparison was made between the 

images reconstructed from the non-truncated global dataset and that from the truncated 

dataset through the ROI. The p-value for t-tests was set to 0.01. As shown in Fig. VI.11, 

sub-regions within the ROI were randomly chosen without overlapping each other or 

with the known sub-region. In all the sub-regions, for both numerical simulations and real 

data application, the null-hypothesis could not be rejected indicating that the mean values 

within ROI are same for both interior tomography and global FBP reconstructions.  

VI.4. Discussion 

      Interior tomography is a very effective way to reduce x-ray radiation dose and highly 

desirable for medical CT applications such as cardiac CT studies. It is complimentary to 

other dose reduction techniques like prospective gating, tube-current modulation, etc [54, 

55]. Existing interior tomography reconstruction algorithms are still subject to some 

image artifacts like intensity dropping. The algorithmic framework we have proposed in 

this paper promises to utilize as much knowledge as possible for the optimal interior 

reconstruction. Specifically, we have evaluated the representative constraints such as 
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Hilbert transform, image bounds, truncated data, compact support, scout-views, sub-

region knowledge, and total variation regularization. Our data have showed that the 

constraints of Hilbert transform and truncated data are essential for accurate interior 

reconstruction, while the other constraints including TV regularization are also helpful.  

As far as biomedical applications are concerned, we have demonstrated that the proposed 

algorithm is capable of accurately reconstructing an interior ROI in the selected sheep 

lung CT study.  

      We can further improve the algorithm with a few additional scout views [45]. 

Acquiring these views is not part of the current CT protocols but these views can be 

indeed acquired as a part of the scan. That may be incorporated into CT scanners by 

acquisition software changes. It may also be possible to improve image quality using 

estimated projection views [56-58]. Utilization of the edges may also improve image 

quality. These edges can be pre-determined using lambda-tomography. Additional 

convex sets such as one that establishes a relationship between neighboring pixels can 

also introduced. How to define more constraints is still a topic of research and can be 

investigated in the future. More accurate forward projection models will also reduce 

reconstruction errors. We will further improve the interior reconstruction quality and 

accelerate the computing speed. 

      In conclusion, we have proposed and evaluated an improved POCS-type 

methodology for interior tomography. The individual contributions of the proposed 

constraints have been quantified with numerical thorax phantom and potential for 

biomedical applications was demonstrated by application to real CT data. The statistical 

analyses of the interior reconstruction have been favorable relative to the standard FBP 
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reconstruction from the global dataset. We continue working to optimize the interior 

tomography approach for preclinical and clinical applications. 
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Abstract 

Recently, cone-beam reconstruction from limited views over a circular trajectory has 

been proposed, using the compressive sampling principle. It is well known that circular 

trajectory does not satisfy Tuy’s exact reconstruction condition and leads to artifacts in 

the planes away from the source rotation plane. On the other hand, the composite-circling 

trajectory permits exact reconstruction and is suitable for cardiac imaging due to its 

closed and periodic nature. It is also more practical from implementation standpoint as 

compared to saddle curve trajectory. In this article, total variation based limited view 

reconstruction from composite-circling scanning trajectory is proposed and demonstrated 

with numerical simulations. 

Keywords: Composite-circling scanning trajectory, circular scanning trajectory, total 

variation regularization, compressive sampling.  
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VII.1. Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      CT has become the cornerstone of radiology departments. The introduction of the 

helical scanning trajectory, multi-slice CT (MSCT) and sub-second x-ray source rotation 

speeds has increased the usefulness of CT significantly. The number of CT scans in the 

United States (US) increased from 3 million in 1980 to 62 million in 2006. This has led to 

increased concern of cancer risks associated with ionizing nature of x-rays. It has been 

estimated that CT radiation may account for 1.5-2% of all cancers in US [1]. High dose 

applications like cardiac CT are of a great concern. The use of cardiac CT in the US 

doubled between 2000 and 2003 to 485,000 and has continued to grow since then [2, 3]. 

Hence, finding ways to reduce CT x-ray dose has become an important topic.  

    Several strategies have been proposed to reduce x-ray dose, including scan parameters 

optimizations, improved scanner architectures, and use of prospective gating etc [4, 5]. 

Interior tomography [6, 7], which has great potential to reduce x-ray dose, is also 

currently being developed. Candes et al [8, 9] utilized the compressive sampling (CS) 

principle and proposed an algorithm to reconstruct from few views utilizing total 

 

Figure VII.1:. Composite-Circling scanning trajectory 

for �� � 75 cm,  ��� � ��� � 10 cm and � � 2 
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variation minimization of the image for parallel-beam non-divergent geometries. The CS 

theory states that sparse signals can be exactly recovered from severely underdetermined 

system. Although medical images are not sparse, their gradients may be approximately 

assumed to be sparse with uniformity within organs and variations at the boundary [10]. 

Total variation (TV) regularization involves minimizing the ℓ� norm of the gradient of a 

function. The edge preserving properties of ℓ� norm have been established [11] and the 

CS theory has highlighted previously unknown capabilities of TV regularization.  

    The TV algorithm developed by Candes et al. cannot be applied to divergent-beam 

geometries directly. Recently, Sidky et al [10] proposed a TV based method to perform 

CT reconstruction from few views of a fan-beam geometry. Later, they extended it to 

cone-beam CT using a circular scanning trajectory [12]. Compressing Sening has also 

been used for dynamic CT imaging applications [13]. TV based algorithms have also 

been successfully applied in diffraction tomography [14] and SPECT [15].  

      It is well known that the circular scanning trajectory does not satisfy the exact 

reconstruction condition for cone-beam geometry, which leads to cone-beam artifacts. In 

2007, we proposed a composite-circling scanning mode [16]. Similar to  the saddle curve 

scanning mode [17], composite-circling scanning satisfies the exact reconstruction 

condition and is closed and periodic. For practical implementation of a saddle curve 

scanning mode, an x-ray source must rapidly moves back and forth in the z-direction 

while it rotates in the transverse x-y plane. Whereas, composite-circling mode involves 

rotation of an x-ray source in a plane facing the object and simultaneous rotation of the x-

ray source in the gantry plane. The latter may be more practical to implement than the 
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saddle curve scanning mode. The general equation for various saddle-like composite 

trajectories is given by  
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(VII.1) 

where � ¨ 1 is a rational number, 01 ≥aR
 
and 01 ≥bR  are the lengths of the two semi-

axes of the scanning range in the focal  plane facing the short object, and 02 >R  is the 

radius of the tube scanning circle on the x-y plane. The composite-circling scanning 

mode is a special case of Eq. (VII.1) when ��� � ��� used.

       In the following, we will describe the methods and then report numerical results. 

Finally, we discuss relevant issues to conclude the paper. 

VII.2. Methods  

VII.2.1. Problem definition 

      CT can be modeled with the following discrete linear system equation 

S> � T,                                                                              (VII.2) 

where, A is a system matrix corresponding to certain integration along x-ray paths, > is 

an image vector and T is a vector with measured projection data information. The 

problem of CT reconstruction in the CS framework can now be defined as  

Minimize ||>||� subject to ||S> � T||� `9                                                                (VII.3) 

VII.2.2. Reconstruction Algorithm 

      We used the adaptive steepest descent algorithm (ASD-POCS) developed in ref. [12] 

with minor modifications. The following pseudo-code summarizes the algorithm with 

parameters that we use for our simulations. The symbol  indicates estimated 
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parameters, �© is the number of image pixels, and �5 corresponds to the total number of 

projections. 

1� ¤ � 1.0; ¤nm5 � 1; 
2� W- � 20; �� 0.2; 
3� :I�7 � 0.95; �nm5� 0.95; 

a� >¬ � 0; 

5) T � S>¬ � 0; 
6) repeat main loop �POCS/descent  loop� 

7) >¬¶ � >¬ 

8) for � � 1, �© do 2·k � 2·k ) ¤ �∑ �̧&q¹º&yz »&¼&
∑ ½�̧&q�s&4ş&�∑ �̧&q¹&qyz ¾$º�¿� ,    SART 

9) for � � 1, �© do if �2k À 0 ) then 2k � 0, enforce positivity 

10) >¬nmÁ � >¬ 

11) T � S>¬ 

12) �� � |�T � T�|� 

13) �� � |�>¬ � >¬¶�|�  

14) if �iteration number �� 1� then �}Ä- ��¦ ��  

15) >¬¶ � >¬ 

16) for | � 1, W- do TV-descent loop 

17) Å>Æ � |��>¬�|� 

18)  Å>Ç � Å>Æ|�Å>Æ �|] 

19)  >¬ � >¬ � dtvg ¦ Å>Ç  
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20) End for  

21) �- � |�>¬ � >¬¶�|�  

22) If �- ¨ :I�7 ¦ �� and �� ¨ É then �}Ä- � �}Ä- ¦�nm5� 0.95 

23) ¤ � ¤ ¦ ¤nm5 

24) Until {stopping criteria} 

25) return >¬nmÁ 

      Projection onto convex set (POCS) is used to incorporate the constraints while 

gradient-descent is utilized to minimize the TV. The POCS step includes an iteration of 

SART followed by image positivity enforcement. The POCS-steps alternates with the 

gradient-descent steps. �� represents the image update in the POCS step and �- 

represents the same for gradient-descent step. It is necessary to take multiple gradient 

descent steps initially and the number for these steps is defined by parameter W-. The 

initial step-size ��}Ä-� is determined by parameter  as a small percentage of first 

POCS step. To obtain an image with lower TV, the gradient descent step must be smaller 

than but of the order of the POCS step. This requirement is met by reducing the gradient-

descent step-size by the factor �nm5  if the ratio of gradient-descent step to POCS step is 

greater than :I�7 (usually 1.0). The algorithm convergence can also be controlled by the 

SART regularization parameter ¤ which is reduced at every iteration by ¤nm5. A 

reduction in ¤ reduces �� which in turn reduces the step-size and hence �-. For accurate 

reconstructions this value must be close to 1.0.  �� represents the error in estimated 

projection data and real projection data. É is the error tolerance. For our simulation we 

used É � 0 and a fixed numer of iterations as stopping criterion. For a converging 
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solution the �� value keeps decreasing and the final result is determined by the number 

of iterations. 

VII.2.3. Matched Projection Model 

       

      A continuous projection model can be used to numerically generate projection 

assuming a continuous object. While this method is more realistic, it leads to large errors 

between real projection data and those estimated from the digital image being 

reconstructed. This difference can be reduced by using a matched data projection model, 

in which the projection data is generated from a digital image. The linear interpolation 

method, which we employ during the forward projection process, does not have enough 

accuracy to converge accurately when projections are obtained from the continuous data 

projection model. However, the proposed methods seem to be converging more 

accurately when matched projection model is used as we show with 2-D numerical 

 

                        a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Figure VII.2:  2-D reconstructions of cental slice of thorax phantom (z=0) from 50 

views to compare the two projection model when linear interpolations are used in 

forward estimation process. a) Original image, b) reconstructed image using matched 

projection model, and c) reconstructed image using continuous data projection model. 

Display Window [0.9,1.1] 
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simulations in the next section. Hence, we used a matched data projection model to 

generate projections for cone-beam reconstruction. In future work we will use a more 

realistic simulation models and a more advanced projector, such as distance-driven 

method [18]. 

VII.3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

  

      The merits of the proposed methods are verified and demonstrated in numerical 

simulations using both composite-circling and the circular scanning trajectories. 

   

   

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

Figure VII.3:. Comparison between images reconstructed using composite-circling 

trajectory with and without TV regularization and circular trajectory with TV 

regularization from 50 views. Images in first to third row respectively correspond to 

transverse (z=-0.0391 cm), coronal (y=-0.0391 cm), and sagittal slice (x=-0.0391 cm). a) 

original image slices, b) reconstructed images slices with composite-circling trajectory 

after 112 iterations without TV regularization, c)  images slices with composite-circling 

trajectory after 1152 iterations with TV regularization and d) reconstructed image slices 

when with circular trajectory after 701. Display window [0.9, 1.1]. 
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Simulations for the composite-circling trajectory are also carried out without TV 

regularization to demonstrate the advantage of utilizing compressive sensing principle. 

The parameters for the composite-circling trajectory are R2=75 cm, R1a=R1b=10 cm and 

m=2. A circular trajectory is obtained by using  R1a=R1b=0. The thorax phantom [19], 

commonly utilized to evaluate cardiac algorithms, was scaled down in size by a factor of 

2.5 and we only used images within a sphere of radius 10 cm. A virtual planar detector is 

utilized and thus the source to detector distance is R2. The final composite-circling 

scanning trajectory is shown in Fig. VII.1. The virtual detector size is 20x20.8 cm
2
 with 

250x260 detector pixels. The size of original 3-D digital image used is 256x128x256 with 

a voxel size of 0.078 cm
3
 and it contains 3292024 non-zero voxels. To simulate an 

underdetermined system, the projection data are obtained for 50 views. The redundancy 

is reduced by shifting the angular acquisition position of the last 26 (25 views for 2-D) 

views by half of the angular distance between two consecutive views. For the composite-

circling scanning trajectory, there are 1667924 non-zeros pixels in the projection datasets 

and for the circular scanning trajectory there are 1601729 non-zero pixels. Thus, the 

system is underdetermined in both of the cases. The reconstructed image has the same 

size as the original one with a voxel size of 0.078 cm
3
. The 2-D reconstructions (256 ¦

128 with a pixel size of 0.078 cm
2
, number of iterations=1200) for the central slice (z=0 

cm) of the thorax phantom for the two projection models are shown in Fig. VII.2. It can 

be seen that the image reconstructed with the continuous model is quite inaccurate when 

linear interpolation is used in the forward projection data model. However, the capability 

of the algorithm to reconstruct from this type of projection data has been demonstrated 

[10]. 
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      The cone-beam reconstruction images for the matched projection data model for both 

circular trajectory with TV regularization and composite-circling trajectory with and 

without TV regularization are presented in Fig. VII.3. The number of iterations were 

respectively 1152 and 112 for composite-circling trajectory with and without TV 

regularization. The corresponding values of �� are respectively equal to 41.64 and 

47.625. For the circular trajectory, the solution diverges after reaching a minimum value 

of �� � 65.78 at ~701 iterations and hence reconstructed image slices after 701 

iterations are shown. Comparing the reconstructed images in columns b) and c), it is easy 

to see that the images reconstructed from limited views over composite-circling trajectory 

utilizing the compressive sensing principle are more accurate than the images without 

compressive sensing principle. From columns b) and c) it appears that composite-circling 

trajectory can more accurately reconstruct finer structures than circular trajectory, as 

illustrated for example by the visibility of fine structures like the ribs. 

VII.4. DISCUSSION 

      The existing TV-based cone-beam reconstruction algorithm (ASD-POCS) was 

modified and applied to CT reconstruction from data acquired along a composite-circling 

x-ray source trajectory. The composite-circling scanning trajectory satisfies Tuy’s exact 

reconstruction condition and is well suited for cardiac applications. We reconstructed 

images from data acquired over composite-circling trajectory with and without total 

variation algorithm to demonstrate the advantage of compressive sensing principle. We 

also compared the reconstructed images from data acquired along composite-circling and 

circular scanning trajectories to demonstrate the advantage of the composite-circling 

scanning mode. 
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      It is acknowledged that the algorithm in its current version is developed sufficiently 

to demonstrate its merits and but has not been optimized. Better optimization algorithms 

can be developed to minimize the TV of the image. Also, in this paper we only 

reconstructed from matched projection data. It can certainly be applied to projections 

from continuous image when improved methods are used during reconstruction. Also, 

other methods like quarter detector offset may be used to reduce the redundancy. 

    In conclusion, we proposed to use composite-circling scanning trajectory for cone-

beam reconstruction from few views using a CS-based ASD-POCS reconstruction 

algorithm. 
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Abstract 

 Current computed tomography (CT) scanners, including micro-CT scanners, utilize a 

point x-ray source.  As we target higher and higher spatial resolutions, the reduced x-ray 

focal spot size limits the temporal and contrast resolutions achievable. To overcome this 

limitation, in this paper we propose to use a line-shaped x-ray source so that many more 

photons can be generated, given a data acquisition interval. In reference to the 

simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) algorithm for image 

reconstruction from projection data generated by an x-ray point source, here we develop a 

generalized SART algorithm for image reconstruction from projection data generated by 

an x-ray line source. Our numerical simulation results demonstrate the feasibility of our 

novel line-source-based x-ray CT approach and the proposed generalized SART 

algorithm.  

Keywords: Computer tomography (CT), micro-CT, simultaneous algebraic 

reconstruction technique (SART), generalized SART, point source, line source. 
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VIII.1. Introduction 

      Since the first computed tomography (CT) scanner was made [1], all the commercial 

scanners have been employing the x-ray source with a small focal spot, which can be 

mathematically modeled as a point source. In micro-CT and even nano-CT applications, 

the reduced x-ray focal spot size  has become a limiting factor to achieve desirable image 

resolution in terms of spatial, contrast and temporal measures. To address this issue, we 

propose to use a line-shaped x-ray source so that more photons can be generated in a 

given data acquisition interval.  In this context, the x-ray source can be mathematically 

modeled as a line-segment.  In point x-ray source CT scanners, the spatial resolution is 

limited by the finite focal-spot size necessary to generate a sufficient number of x-ray 

photons, and the temporal resolution is limited by the time necessary to acquire sufficient 

projection data over an angular range.    

       In contrast to recently proposed source configurations, like the multiplexed [2] and 

multiple-source geometry [3] which utilize multiple point x-ray sources to reduce the 

acquisition time, our technique treats the entire line segment as a single x-ray source. 

Since a line source covers a wide angular range per view, irradiation with an increased 

number of photons is achieved along with a relatively higher cooling capability of the x-

ray source. Therefore, a line-shaped source technique could be a good candidate to 

balance among spatial, contrast and temporal resolution. 

      A line-shaped x-ray source can be fabricated using field emission x-ray source 

technology. Field emitters have been used as an electron sources for a long time. The 

most significant difference between the field emission x-ray tube and existing tubes lies 

in the field emitter cathode. The cathode can be made with an array of micro-machined 
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field emission tips.  By doing so, it is possible to obtain very sharp tips and very close 

proximity between the tips and the gate electrode. This greatly reduces the potential 

difference between the tip and the gate required to achieve the field emission.  The array 

may also be very densely packed.  As a result, even though the current that can be 

obtained from a single tip is small, the total current that can be obtained from an array 

can be much larger.  Schwoebel et al. [4] reported that they were able to obtain a current 

of 300mA by packing 50,000 tips into a circular area of a square millimeter, which is 

equivalent to 40A/cm
2
. Using the technique as described above, a line shaped x-ray 

source can be fabricated.  The width can be made as narrow as 0.01mm (or less), and the 

length of the source can be made in tens of centimeters or longer, if necessary.  

      The organization of this paper is as the follows. In the next section, we formulate a 

forward imaging model assuming a line source. In the third section, we develop a 

generalized simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) to enable line-

source-based reconstruction. In the fourth section, we perform numerical tests to 

demonstrate the performance of our technique. In the last section, we discuss relevant 

issues and conclude the paper.  
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VIII.2. Line-shaped X-ray Imaging Model 

 

Figure VIII.1: Line x-ray source acquisition geometry. 

 

      As shown in Fig. VIII.1, a linear virtual detector is assumed in our line-shaped x-ray 

source acquisition geometry. Vectors ),( vu=s  and ),( vu=t  refer to the locations of the 

line-shaped x-ray source and the line detector, respectively. The x-ray forward projection 

model for a line source in terms of the number of photons arriving at a detector location t  

can be written as  

        ( , )
( )

( ) ( ) ray
f dxO IN N e ds∈

−∫= ∫
x s t

x
t s ,                                                                       (VIII.1) 

where  )(sIN  is the original number of photons emanating from the source at a point s , 

)(tON  is the number of photons arriving at a location t  on the detector, ),( vu=x  refers 
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to a position along the x-ray path connecting points s  and t , )(xf  is linear attenuation 

coefficient of point x , x  and s  respectively represent the 1D coordinates along a fixed 

ray path and the line source, and the outer integral is carried out along the whole line 

source. The power of the exponential term ( dxf
ray ),(

)(
tsx

x
∈∫ ) is the line integral of the 

attenuation coefficients along the x-ray connecting points s  and t . 

      If the length of the line is infinitesimally small, the x-ray attenuation model of a point 

source can be obtained by removing the outer integral in Eq. (VIII.1) as 

      ( , )
( )

( ) ( ) ray
f dxO I

N N e ∈
−∫= x s t

x

t s  ,                                                                               (VIII.2) 

where s  is the location of the point source and hence can assume only one value per 

view.  Applying the logarithmic transformations on both sides of Eq. (VIII.2), we can 

obtain a linear equation representing the line integral of the attenuation coefficients along 

an x-ray path as 

      ∫ ∈
=−= dxf

N

N
tp

rayI

O

),(
)()

)(

)(
log()(

tsx
x

s

t
.                                                             (VIII.3) 

      CT image reconstruction is a typical inverse problem of recovering )(xf  from the 

corresponding forward projection models Eqs. (VIII.1) and (VIII.3). While there are 

many analytic algorithms for point-source projection data modeled by Eq. (VIII.3), the 

non-linear nature of Eq. (VIII.1) for the projection data of a line-shaped x-ray source 

makes it difficult to obtain a corresponding analytical method for the image 

reconstruction. However, an iterative method can be developed to achieve the 

reconstruction as demonstrated in the next section. 
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VIII.3. Generalized SART algorithm 

      Although iterative methods have not been employed by any commercial CT scanners 

due to high computational costs associated with them, their superior performance is well 

established when the data is incomplete, noisy and dynamic. Meanwhile, there is a 

renewed interest in iterative algorithms due to the improvement in computational 

capabilities [5, 7]. It is well known that simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique 

(SART) [6, 7] has remained a very powerful tool for iterative reconstruction since its 

introduction  and it has been shown to converge to a weighted least squares solution from 

any initial guess [8]. Moreover, the SART method operates in the whole real space, while 

the other popular iterative algorithm expectation maximization is defined only for non-

negative space, although it does preserve data fidelity for non-negative pixel and voxel 

values. Here, we will generalize the SART method for image reconstruction from 

projection data of the proposed line source model.  

VIII.3.1. Point Source SART Algorithm  

      Because a projection for the point x-ray source is a linear integral of attenuation 

values along the x-ray path, (Eq. VIII.3) it can be written in a discrete form as 

      ∑
=

∆=
iJ

j

iji xfp
1

 ,                                                                                                     (VIII.4) 

where 
i

p  is the th
i  projection, Ii ,,1 L=  with I  being the number of projections given 

by the product of the number of views and the number of  detector pixels, iJ  is the 

number of sample points along the th
i  ray path, 

ij
f  are the attenuation coefficients of the 

points on the th
i  ray with iJj ,,1 L= . Because most of the points along the x-ray paths in 

Eq. (VIII.4) do not lie on the discrete image grid, it is necessary to obtain the attenuation 
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values 
ij

f  for them from the image grid pixels via interpolation. Assuming that linear 

interpolation is employed, we can rewrite Eq. (VIII.4) as 

      ∑
=

∆=
J

j

jiji xfwp
1

,    ∑
=

=∆
J

j

iij Lxw
1

,                                                                      (VIII.5) 

where 
j

f  are the attenuation values of the image pixels, Jj ,,1 L=  with J being the 

number of  pixels in the image, 
ij

w  is the normalized weight contribution of  
j

f  on the 

image grid to the projection 
i

p , iL  is the length of the intersection between the th
i  x-ray 

path and  support of the region being reconstructed. 

       Let xwa
ijij
∆= . Eq. (VIII.5) can now be simplified as 

      ∑
=

=
J

j

jiji fap
1

.                                                                                                      (VIII.6) 

This is equivalent to a linear system of equations given by 

      PAF = ,                                                                                                             (VIII.7) 

where A  is a JI ×  matrix, F  is a 1×J  vector and P  is a 1×I  vector with 
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T

Jj ffff ],,,,,[ 21 LL=F ,                                                                              (VIII.9) 

      T

Ii pppp ],,,,,[ 21 LL=P .                                                                           (VIII.10) 

The SART algorithm for solving F  from P  can be written in an iterative format as [7] 
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where “ iter ” indicates the iteration number, 
i

a  is the th
i  row of matrix A , and

iter

i i
p − a F  is the th

i  difference between the real line integral and the line integral  

estimated from current image 
iter

F . 

VIII.3.2. Generalized Line Source SART Algorithm  

      Following the same steps as for the point source, a projection for the line-shaped x-

ray source based on Eq. (VIII.1) can be written in the discrete form as 

      sxfNN
I

i

J

j

kij

I

i

O

k

ik

∆∆−=∑ ∑
= =

)exp(
1 1

,                                     (VIII.12) 

where O

KN  is the th
k projection for the line source, Kk ,,1 L= with K  being the number 

of projections given by the product of the number of views and the number of  detector 

pixels, I  is the number of source points chosen for the discretization of the line source, 

I

iN  is the original number of  photons in all x-rays from a line source point i , ikN  is the 

number of sample points along the x-ray path from a line source point i  to a detector 

pixel corresponding to the projection k , 
kijf  is the linear attenuation coefficient of the 

points along the x-ray path from a source point i  to a detector pixel corresponding to the 

projection k , x∆  is the sampling interval along the ray path and s∆  is the sampling 

interval along the line source. In the following, we assume that all the x-rays from a line 

source have same original number of photons as I
N .  

        Although Eq. (VIII.12) is not a linear equation set, we can modify the SART 

algorithm to solve Eq. (VIII.12). Because most of the points on the x-ray paths in Eq. 
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(VIII.12) do not lie on the discrete image grid, again it is necessary to obtain the 

attenuation values 
kijf  for them from the image grid pixels.  Assuming that linear 

interpolation is employed, we rewrite Eq. (VIII.12) as 

      sxfwNN
I

i

J

j

jkij

IO

k
∆









∆−= ∑ ∑

= =

)exp(
1 1

, ∑
=

=∆
J

j

ikkij Lxw
1

,                                     (VIII.13) 

where 
j

f  are the attenuation values of the image pixels, J  is the number of pixels in the 

image, 
kijw  is the normalized contribution of pixel 

j
f  to the line-integral of the 

attenuation coefficients along the x-ray from a line source point i to the detector pixel 

corresponding to the projection k , and 
ik

L  is the length of the intersection between the 

x-ray path from th
i  source point to the detector pixel corresponding to the projection k  

and the support of the region being reconstructed. Let 
oe

k

or

k

k
N

N
d =− )exp( with oe

kN  being 

the estimated th
k  projection data and or

kN  the real th
k  projection data, we have 

      
oe

k

or

k

k
N

N
d log−= .                                                                                                 (VIII.14) 

The real projection data can now be rewritten in terms of the estimated projection data 

(Eq. (VIII.13)) as 

      sxfwNdN
I

i

J

j

jkij

I

k

or

k ∆∆−−= ∑ ∑
= =

)exp()exp(
1 1

,                                                    (VIII.15) 

which can be simplified as 

      sdxfwNN k

I

i

J

j

jkij

Ior

k ∆+∆−= ∑ ∑
= =

))(exp(
1 1

.                                                         (VIII.16) 

      Again let xwa kijkij ∆= , Eq. (VIII.16) can be further simplified as 
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      sdfaNN k

I

i

J

j

jkij

Ior

k ∆+−= ∑ ∑
= =

))(exp(
1 1

.                                                             (VIII.17) 

Notice that the same 
k

d  is added to the line integrals (∑
=

J

j

jkij fa
1

) of the attenuation 

coefficients along any x-rays from all the line source points to the detector pixel 

corresponding to the line source projection k .  

           Consider a hypothetical situation in which all the points along the line x-ray source 

serve as point x-ray sources and let kiq  denote the line integrals of the x-rays from these 

sources contributing to the projection k . Although the line integrals 
ik

q  are not known, 

we will show in the following that it is not necessary to know them. Now we can form a 

linear system of equations 

      QAF = ,                                                                                                          (VIII.18) 

where A  is a JU ×  matrix with IKU ×= ,  F and Q    are  1×J  and 1×U  vectors 

respectively described by 
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T

Jj ffff ],,,,,[ 21 LL=F ,                                                                            (VIII.20) 

      T
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Along the rows of  A  and Q , there are two index variables i  and k . If we combine 

them into one index u , we obtain 
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      T
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At first look it appears that we can now use Eq. (VIII.11) only if Q  is known as, 
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Notice that iter

u i
q − a F  is the difference between the real line integral uq  and the line 

integral iter

i
a F estimated from the current iterate value 

iter
F of the image. This difference 

for a particular projection k is given by 
k

d obtained in Eq. (VIII.14) thus making it 

unnecessary to know uq .  

       To be consistent with indexing, let us also call 
k

d  as 
u

d  while remembering that u  

is a combination of indexes i  and k  and that 
u

d  is the same for all the x-rays (all si' ) 

from the line-source for a particular projection k .  We can now write Eq. (VIII.24) as 
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Eq. (VIII.14) is the final SART algorithm for image reconstruction from the projection 

data of a line-shaped x-ray source. Because it can be applied for image reconstruction 

from any non-linear projection model, we call it a generalized SART algorithm.
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VIII.4. Numerical Simulations 

To validate the feasibility of line-shaped x-ray source and demonstrate the merits of 

generalized SART algorithm, we developed a numerical simulator. The thorax Phantom 

[9] was used in our simulations. A 60 cm virtual linear detector was assumed and its 

detector element size was 0.1 cm. The center of the line source was at a perpendicular 

distance ( D ) (see Fig. VIII.1) of 75 cm from the iso-center. The whole line source was 

rotated with the center of the line source tracing a circle of radius 75 cm. The source 

lengths of 3cm, 5cm, and 8cm were employed with projection data acquired for 160 

equiangular views. Number of photons used per x-ray per source point was assumed to be

7
10 .   

 

Figure VIII.2: Comparison of images reconstructed using Line-SART algorithm using a 

line source of length 3 cm at different iteration numbers. a) Original Image. 

Reconstructed images in a), b) and c) are respectively at 30, 60, and 100 iterations. 

Display window is [0.8, 1.2] 
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Figure VIII.3: Line SART reconstructed images after 100 iterations using a line source 

of length 3 cm at two different display windows with profiles along the dotted line. a) 

Reconstructed image at a display window of [0, 2]. b) Reconstructed image at a display 

window of [0.8,1.2]. c) Profile of the row. d)  Profile of the column. 

 

 

Figure VIII.4: Line SART reconstructed images after 100 iterations using a line source 

of length 5 cm at two different display windows with profiles along the dotted line. a) 

Reconstructed image at a display window of [0, 2]. b) Reconstructed image at a display 

window of [0.8,1.2]. c) Profile of the row. d)  Profile of the column. 

a b 

c d 

a b 

c d 
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      Numerical simulation results are presented in Fig. VIII.2 to VIII.5. The size of the 

images presented is 223.625 42cm×  with 144 256×  pixels. In Fig.VIII.2, images are 

reconstructed at different number of iterations for a line source length of 3cm. Comparing 

Figs. VIII.2b, VIII.2c, and VIII.2d, it can be observed that the increasing the number of 

iterations images with sharper edges are obtained. This phenomenon is more obvious at 

the edges of the vertebra and the lungs. Image reconstructed after 100 iterations for the x-

ray source lengths of 3cm, 5 cm, and 8 cm along with the column and the row profiles are 

presented in Figs VIII.3, VIII.4 and VIII.5 respectively. For our simulation cases the best 

image quality is obtained with a source length of 3 cm and relatively poor image quality 

is obtained with the source lengths of 3cm and 8cm. The increase in source length results 

in increased blurring especially at the edges. Thus, it becomes increasingly difficult to 

reconstruct fine structures which in our case are the ribs since they have sharp and thin 

boundaries.  

VIII.5. Discussion 

      A point x-ray source used in commercial CT scanners limits the temporal and spatial 

resolution and also results in frequent heating of the x-ray tube. These limitations may be 

overcome by using the proposed line-shaped x-ray source based image technique. 

Reconstructing image from a line-shaped x-ray source is a challenging task due to non-

linear nature of the resulting projection data. In this article, we developed a generalized 

SART algorithm to enable reconstruction from a line source. We believe that this 

algorithm can be easily extended to more general 1D x-ray source shapes and even to 2D 

planar x-ray sources as well, which may have applications in dynamic imaging. 
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Moreover, the OS-SART algorithms [10] can be similarly modified to obtain a 

generalized OS-SART algorithm with faster convergence. 

      To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper attempting to solve the 

contradiction between temporal and spatial resolutions by a non-point source. Additional 

research efforts are necessary along this direction. In this study we acquired projection 

data over an angular range of π2 , but it will be interesting to find out for practical 

reasons the minimum angular range necessary for reconstruction which may change for 

different source lengths. It will also be exciting to see if a finer sampling of x-ray source 

during numerical simulations improves spatial resolution. Although it has not been 

theoretically proved, we believe that the generalized SART is convergent to the real 

image value, as shown for SART in [8].  However, a detail study is beyond the scope of 

this paper but will provide additional insights into the performance of the algorithm.  

      There are also possibilities for enhancing our algorithm or developing new 

algorithms. In our view, the main limitation of our generalized SART algorithm is the 

blurring of the edges and a large number of iterations required to reconstruct sharp 

images. To this end, gradient or prior information may be incorporated within our 

algorithm or other algorithms utilizing gradient information could be developed in the 

future. Some examples of prior information include support and non-negativity 

constraints [11]. In addition, investigation of regularization approaches to alleviate noise 

magnification and blurring artifacts [12] is an important research direction to pursue in 

future work.  
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      This is feasibility study and there is not enough information to comment on scatter 

and its effects. Scattering is a real concern in computed tomography and it will become 

important to study the amount of scatter and resulting image degradation as the line-

shaped based x-ray source tomography advances. However, if needed, new algorithms 

could be developed to reduce the effects of scatter. 

      In conclusion, we proposed a novel line-shaped x-ray source based CT imaging 

technique and corresponding reconstruction method. The developed generalized SART 

algorithm enables image reconstruction from projection data of not only a line-shaped x-

ray source but also more generalized 1D and 2D source. Our numerical simulations have 

demonstrated the feasibility and merits of the proposed techniques and algorithms. Some 

interesting future research directions were also presented. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

      Significant contributions have been made to the cardiac-CT technologies of interior 

tomography, controlled cardiac CT, knowledge-based dynamic volumetric cardiac CT, 

compressive sensing based algorithms, while utilizing novel x-ray source trajectories like 

saddle and composite-circling. 

      Interior tomography allows reconstruction of ROI from reduced scan FOV utilizing 

prior known sub-region information. In Chapter IV we demonstrated that the blood in 

aorta and bone in vertebra can be used as known sub-regions for local cardiac imaging 

applications. We also evaluated the dose and scatter reduction capabilities of interior 

tomography in Chapter V. Our results indicate that x-ray dose and scatter can 

respectively be reduced by ~18 to ~57% and ~19 to ~59% for interior tomography 

SFOVs of 21 to 9 cm as compared to 50 cm SFOV. To enable accurate interior 

tomography reconstruction, we also developed an extended projection onto convex sets 

(POCS) based method and studied the contributions of individual constraints in Chapter 

VI. This algorithm is capable of reconstructing an ROI image which is statistically 

similar to the image reconstructed using FBP method from full scan FOV. We tested its 

feasibility for reconstruction using high-contrast thorax phantom and demonstrated its 

potential for clinical applicability by applying it to real sheep lung data. We also showed 

that the mean values in the ROI are same for images reconstructed using proposed 

interior tomography and commonly used global FBP algorithms. Further development of 

this method is necessary to achieve more accurate reconstructions. This can be 
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accomplished by incorporating more prior information in terms of scout views, using 

more accurate forward projection models, and improved processing at the edges. POCS is 

an iterative method and hence computationally challenging. An analytical method based 

upon TSVD can also be similarly developed for faster reconstruction. 

      In chapter III, the knowledge-based dynamic volumetric cardiac CT algorithm was 

combined with saddle curve trajectory to further improve the temporal resolution 

technique and overcome the cone-beam artifacts Motion artifacts are reduced 

significantly with the knowledge-based approach. We also observed that an exact 

reconstruction algorithm is necessary to overcome the cone-beam artifacts and an 

approximate algorithm is unsuitable for reconstruction from high pitches. We had utilized 

ventricular volume as knowledge and a relationship between the volume (state) and the 

ECG (phase) to enable accurate multiple state reconstruction. In future, this knowledge 

could be derived from a combination of sources like the anatomical/physiological signals 

and from raw projection data. This method may also be extended to composite-circling 

trajectory. 

      In Chapter II, we investigated use of interpolation methods and non-uniform 

weighting scheme to account for non-uniform x-ray source positions that result in 

Controlled cardiac CT. We used triangle based linear interpolation, quadrilateral based 

linear interpolation and nearest neighbor interpolation to obtain projection data on 

uniform grid. We also performed non-uniform weighting based reconstruction. We 

concluded that triangle based linear interpolation provides best image quality while 

quadrilateral based linear interpolation provides best noise performance. In future, more 
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accurate weighing could be developed for controlled-cardiac CT. It can be combined with 

composite-circling trajectory to overcome cone-beam artifacts. 

      In Chapter VII, we utilized compressive sensing theory to develop a total-variation 

based algorithm to reconstruct from limited views acquired using composite-circling 

trajectory. We obtained promising results, for the thorax phantom, using just 50 views. 

We had used a simple gradient descent based algorithm to perform TV regularization. In 

future more sophisticated optimization methods could be employed. Other sparsifying 

transforms like Haar, DCT or Wavelets instead of gradient could also potentially be used. 

      In Chapter VIII, we proposed “Line-source X-ray Computed Tomography” to 

overcome the resolution limitation imposed by point x-ray source The x-ray source is 

modeled as a line segment which results in a non-linear forward projection model. We 

generalized the existing Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (SART) 

algorithm to enable reconstruction and obtained promising results. This algorithm can 

easily be extended to more general 1-D or 2-D x-ray sources. Faster algorithms can be 

developed by utilizing ordered sub-sets. Gradient based algorithms can be developed to 

improve edge performance of reconstructed images especially for longer line-source 

lengths. 
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